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ENGINE OIL
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CARE PRODUCTS

Yamalube.com

The very first Yamaha motorcycle rolled off the line in 1955, and almost
immediately won the Mount Fuji Ascent Race. At the time, this race was
one of the industry’s biggest showcases, and winning it established
Yamaha as a serious competitor.

Yamalube® Racing

Yamalube® Racing

LEAVING THE COMPETITION
IN THE DUST FOR 50-PLUS YEARS.

FORMULATING A WHOLE NEW LEVEL
OF PERFORMANCE.

Back then, and for many years to follow, our engineers followed the
common practice of recommending “off-the-shelf” oils. While extremely
accessible, these oils weren’t living up to our standards for performance or
protection, and in some cases, actually compromised engine life.

CHANGING THE GAME
BY CHANGING THE OIL.

When it’s all riding on the high performance and

So, with 20 years of racing and countless wins behind us, Yamaha set off
to conquer a new arena—racing oil. Our engineers took their rich knowledge
of the demands and operating characteristics of racing engines, and
formulated an oil specifically to protect and enhance the performance of
our two stroke competition engines—Yamalube 2R. For decades, 2R has
been the choice of champions, from the mid-seventies to the mid-nineties
and from top MotoGP®and AMA® racers to Supercross riders.

reliability of their Yamahas, racing’s best rely on Yamalube.
It’s the only oil “built around” the unique demands,
operating characteristics and applications of Yamaha
engines. Collaborating with Yamaha engine designers,
our global oil engineers formulate each oil from scratch,
to be engine- and application-specific. In other words,

RIDING ALONG WITH RACING’S BEST.

nothing enhances the performance or protects the

Yamalube 2R still makes the rounds on the professional track. However,
today’s riders, from pros to enthusiasts, have a full line of four stroke oils
to choose from. Options go all the way up to our high-performance,
proven race-winner, 15W-30 full-synthetic oil fortified with ester.

advanced design of a Yamaha quite like Yamalube.

Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

Ask for Yamalube in
the Diamond-Plate
Bottle Design®
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Scan to see why the pros
trust Yamalube.
Message and data rates may apply. May not be
available on all devices. QR Code is a registered
trademark of Denso Wave Inc.

Yamalube Racing
Yamalube Standards
Why Choose Yamalube?
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Motorsports engines run at higher rpm, higher temperatures and deliver more power per
cylinder displacement than 99 percent of car engines. Plus, over the years, levels of friction
modifier additives have increased in automotive oils, which is good for car efficiency, but bad
news for motorcycle clutches that require some friction to operate.

Motorcycles

Automotive

Yamalube Means Performance

All-in-one oil provides lubricity for engine, transmission and clutch.

Engine and transmission are lubricated with different, very specific oils.

Typical Operating Range = 6000-14000 rpm

Typical Operating Range = 700-3500 rpm

Automotive & Motorcycle Comparison

Engine
Transmission

Engine

Transmission

Wet-Clutch
Dry-Clutch

WET CLUTCH TEST
Dynamic Friction
Static Friction
Stop Time
CCS VISCOSITY
5W
10W
20W
FOAMING TENDENCY
Seq I
Seq II
Seq III
FRICTION PROTECTION
xW-30
xW-40
xW-50
HTHS
Sulfated Ash
Phosphorus Content
Evaporative Loss

JASO MA

API Rating

Yamalube

≥1.45 - < 2.50
≥1.15 - < 2.50
≥1.55 - < 2.50

not tested
not tested
not tested

PASS
PASS
PASS

6600 max
7000 max
9500 max

PASS
PASS
PASS

PASS
PASS
PASS

10/0 max
50/0 max
10/0 max

PASS
PASS
PASS

PASS
PASS
PASS

9.0 min
12.0 min
15.0 min
2.9 min
1.2% mass
0.08 min-0.12 max
20% max

not tested
not tested
not tested
PASS
not tested
FAIL
PASS

*Exceeds
*Exceeds
PASS
*Exceeds
*Exceeds
*Exceeds
*Exceeds

* Means Yamalube Standards Exceed JASO MA Standards

Yamalube® Standards

Think your bike likes the same oil used in minivans?

YAMALUBE & JASO
JASO MA

POWER SPORT OIL NEEDS

Welcome to JASO 101.
High “Shear Stability”
Oil lubricates the engine as well as the transmission gears. The oils used in these applications must
be extremely stable against shear.

High “Oil Film Retention”
Oil is regularly used under high rpm and high-load conditions. Therefore, the oil viscosity deteriorates
resulting in a shrinking oil film that could cause engine troubles. The oil must maintain viscosity and have
advanced additives for oil film retention.

High “Oxidation & Thermal Stability”
Motorsport oil must withstand harsh thermal conditions in order to properly and effectively lubricate
the engine and transmission. It must be resilient against oil volatility, which is the loss of oil from thermal
oxidation and low evaporation properties.

With or Without “Friction Modifier”
Automotive oils use friction modifiers to help offset a portion of the fuel economy lost by mandated reformulated
gasoline. These friction modifiers are detrimental to the motorcycle clutch performance and longevity.
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Over the years, oil manufacturers have had to reduce the levels of zinc, phosphorous
and other extreme pressure additives, due to the potential harmful effects they have
on component longevity. Under pressure from automakers, they’ve also added friction
modifiers while reducing viscosity grades, to pace increased emission warranty coverage
periods. While these modifications have helped to offset cars’ reduced mpg due to
reformulated fuels, they’ve also had the negative effect of reducing gear and clutch
durability and performance of four stroke motorcycle engines and transmissions.

Since 1998, the Japanese Automotive Standards Organization
(JASO) has measured the quality of four stroke motorcycle
engine oil. Oils that are JASO MA certified resist clutch
slippage, do not leave ashy deposits and meet their anti-corrosion
and wear standards.
All Yamalube motorcycle oils currently meet or exceed these
very important standards for performance. Look for the
JASO MA symbol on their bottles.

Not All JASO MA Certified Formulations are Created Equal.
JASO MA is a universal, motorcycle industry oil specification that sets acceptable limits
for things like phosphorous, sulphated ash and oil volatility. Oil manufacturers need to meet
these specifications in order to achieve JASO MA certification. Unfortunately, in order to
meet these specifications, many oil manufacturers will take an existing oil formulation and
modify it just enough to qualify for certification—allowing them to maximize profits.

The JASO MA certification
is for high-friction applications,
such as motorcycles.

In sharp contrast, Yamaha engineers start with an engine, look at its performance demands,
measure those against the JASO MA specifications and formulate an oil that meets or exceeds
all requirements. This ensures Yamalube JASO MA certified oils provide maximum protection
for Yamaha engines, while still meeting JASO standards. It’s also in the best interest of our
customers, who have come to expect high performance and reliability from Yamaha.
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Yamalube oils are formulated to meet or exceed industry standards, with some of the lowest levels of
sulphated ash and phosphorus content on the market. That means less build-up, corrosion and wear and
tear on your engine—keeping maintenance and ownership costs low and consumer satisfaction high.

Sulphated ash deposits shorten engine

What is Volatility?

life and foul spark plugs. Yamalube formulas
use high quality, advanced additive packages
that minimize ash deposits. As a result, our
sulphated ash levels are far below those of
our competitors and the JASO MA maximum.

Motorcycles, especially competition bikes, run at high rpm and high
temperatures. The last thing you need is oil evaporation endangering the
performance and life of your engine. For critical protection at high
temperatures, choose a low-volatility oil. Volatility refers to an oil’s propensity
for evaporation at high temperatures. The lower an oil’s volatility, the less
it evaporates and the better protection it provides.
Yamalube 5W-30 and 10W-40 have far and away the lowest oil volatility
and highest quality base oils on the market. What does this mean for a rider?
It means reduced oil consumption between oil changes, lower emissions and
enhanced fuel efficiency. These Yamalube formulations are well below the
JASO maximums; they also leave our competitors in the dust.

Yamalube Standards

JASO-Certified Yamalube oil formulations include
full-synthetic, semi-synthetic and performance all purpose*.

Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

High Deposit Level

All Purpose Oil

Low Oil Volatility:

YAMALUBE BENEFITS
Cleaner Engine
Better Acceleration

Low Deposit Level

Smoother Shifting
Gear Protection
No Clutch Slippage
High levels of phosphorus have been shown to damage oxygen sensors and poison
catalytic converters. Yamalube formulas feature up to 600 fewer parts per million (ppm)
of phosphorus than some competitors and are 400 ppm lower than JASO MA maximum.

Shift Feeling

Yamaha is committed to a cleaner environment.
Our Yamalube oils meet or exceed industry environmental
standards—containing low levels of phosphorus.
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*Marine and watercraft oils are not JASO-Certified.
**Chart Source Data supplied by JX Nippon Oil and Energy USA, Inc. 3/2009.
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The Japanese Automotive Standards Organization (JASO) sets worldwide specifications for
acceptable motorcycle oil. Yamalube aims to exceed these standards by building each formula
from scratch and subjecting our oils to even tougher testing than JASO requires. Check out the
test results and you’ll see that our full line of motorcycle oils aren’t just JASO-MA certified;
they provide the highest quality protection you can buy for your bike.

10W-40 All Purpose
A cold start in cool conditions is when an
engine can suffer the most wear and tear. JASO
has set the MA standard for maximum viscosity
at 7,000 cP, but the lower the cP number the
better. At 5,000 cP, Yamalube 10W-40 AP
offers the best low-temperature pumpability
and protection on the market.

Evaporation loss thickens oil, reducing lubrication,
increasing wear and decreasing fuel economy. This
test measures the ability to maintain viscosity and
provide proper lubrication under high temperatures.
The lower the oil’s evaporation loss percentage,
the better its protection. The JASO-MA standard
for maximum evaporation loss is 20 percent.
Yamaha’s standard is 13 percent, and in testing,
10W-40 AP came in at 12 percent.
Chart Source Data supplied by JX Nippon Oil and Energy USA, Inc. 1/2010.

10W-50 Semi-Synthetic

20W-50 All Purpose

Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

This test clamps three metal balls together, covers them in a test lubricant and rotates
a fourth metal ball over them. After 15 minutes, the scar left by the friction is measured
in millimeters. The less scarring, the better the protection. To rate oils, JASO runs this
test for 15 minutes at 1800 rpm. However, the greatest loss occurs after 15 minutes;
so Yamalube tests for 30. Here’s where we stacked up next to the competition.
Chart Source Data supplied by JX Nippon Oil and Energy USA, Inc. 1/2010.

20W-50 Semi-Synthetic

Every oil contains sulfated ash. These deposits
are left behind when oil burns off. The lower the
oil’s percentage the fewer deposits are left and the
cleaner and more efficient your engine will be. The
JASO-MA standard for maximum sulfated ash
is 1.2 percent. Yamaha’s standard is a 1.0 percent
max. Our 10W-50 Semi-Synthetic comes in at
0.6 percent, well below the competition.
This test measures the ability to maintain
viscosity in high-temperature and high-shear
conditions. Under severe conditions, the JASO-MA
standard is a minimum 2.9 cP viscosity. However,
Yamaha’s standard is 3.0, and our 10W-50 SS
maintains a viscosity of almost 5—nearly twice
that of most of our competitors.
Chart Source Data supplied by JX Nippon Oil and Energy USA, Inc. 8/2010.
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Yamalube® Standards

Before it’s put into the diamond-plate bottle, it’s put to the test.

YAMALUBE STANDARDS
Modern Chemistry Meets Maximum Value
Many companies simply tweak existing formulas in order to
meet JASO-MA standards. While they may pass the tests,
you’ll be able to tell the difference in the long run. Your engine
may not run as efficiently. You may need to add oil between
changes. Or, worst-case scenario, your bike may live in the shop.
The thing is, you bought a motorcycle because you enjoy
riding—and mile for mile—using Yamalube will ensure you’re
getting the maximum return on that investment.

Companies put phosphorus in oil to protect against wear and friction, but this additive is
the leading cause of catalyst poisoning. This leads to increased pollution, and depending
where you live, costly repairs to pass emission tests. JASO’s acceptable range for phosphorus
levels is between 800 and 1,200 ppm. To protect the environment, and your catalyst and
engine, Yamalube uses a mix of phosphorous and ester. While ester is a more expensive
additive, it allows us to reduce friction and wear while keeping phosphorus levels low. In
the case of our 20W-50 SS—phosphorous is at just 800 ppm.
Chart Source Data supplied by JX Nippon Oil and Energy USA, Inc. 8/2010.

Using the latest in modern chemistry, Yamalube oils are
formulated from scratch, not simply to meet JASO-MA
standards, but rather to exceed them. Yamalube’s standards
for motorcycle oil are even higher than the industry standard;
so if JASO tests for 15 minutes, we test for 30. If their
acceptable maximum is at 20 percent, we strive for 13. Why
are we so much harder on our oil? Why do we expect so much
more? Because our riders do.
They expect long, exhilarating runs, low ownership costs and
years of uninterrupted riding time. That’s exactly what they’ll
find inside every diamond-plate Yamalube bottle.
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Yamalube has a full range to choose from.

There’s a Yamalube for every application.
Ask for Yamalube in the Diamond-Plate Bottle Design®
15W-30

FULLSYNTHETIC

5W-30 4M

0W-40

Why Choose Yamalube?

What oil viscosity should I use?

15W-50
Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

10W-50

SEMISYNTHETIC

20W-50

0W-30

YAMALUBE VISCOSITY

5W-40

Classification of SAE®Viscosity
20W-50
MINERAL
OIL

10W-40
5W-30

10W-30

10W-40 4W
4M
10W-30 &
20W-40

The worldwide standard for selecting oil viscosity was
established by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE®).
Viscosity is a fluid’s resistance to flow, and as the numbers
increase, so does the viscosity. To maintain viscosity in harsh
conditions, under heavy load and high revolutions, Yamaha
starts with high quality base oils and fortifies them with
carefully selected and measured additives.

Replacement Viscosities
If your owner’s manual calls for an oil that is not in the new
Yamalube lineup, please refer to the following replacement oils:
Replacement Viscosities
for Motorcycles
Scan for oil selection tips
from Yamalube experts.
Message and data rates may apply. May not be
available on all devices. QR Code is a registered
trademark of Denso Wave Inc.
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Old Viscosity

New Viscosity

10W-30
20W-40

10W-40
20W-50

(To Dec 2007)

(Jan 2008 – Present)
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Full-Synthetic Oil

Full-Synthetic Race Oil

15W-30
Full-Synthetic

15W-50
Full-Synthetic

Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

Yamalube 15W-30 Racing Full-Synthetic
with Ester (JASO MA)

Yamalube 15W-50 Full-Synthetic
with Ester (JASO MA)

This high-performance oil is for racing and performance
enthusiasts. Shear stability, maximum lubrication and
high thermal resistance gives you the very best protection
during the harsh extremes of racing.

This is our best performance oil for motorcycles, ATVs
and Side x Sides. It’s blended with ester-fortified
synthetic base oils to provide the best protection you
can buy for your Yamaha.

®

®

YAMALUBE 15W-30

YAMALUBE 15W-50

Ester

Ester

The highest grade of lubricants are known as esters. These
lubricants are fully synthetic and provide fast start-up and
unequalled lubricity that bonds with metal engine components
to create a shield against wear.

Esters are the highest grade of lubricants. They are fully
synthetic and provide unparalleled lubricity that bonds with
metal engine components to create a shield against wear.

JASO MA
JASO MA

No Clutch Slippage

This oil meets or exceeds the requirements of JASO MA.
MA certification ensures the oil will not cause clutch
slippage, includes minimal ash and meets anti-corrosion
and wear standards.

■

Anti-Corrosion

Super Clean

Full-Synthetic

■

Catalyst Protection

■

Ester Fortified

■

Gear Protection

On top of the JASO MA requirements, Yamaha opted for the
most advanced additives for this oil. Unlike many automotive
oils, 15W-30 minimizes carbon and sulfated ash deposits.

■

Clean Formulation

■

Racing Performance

Reduced Vibration

■

■

Smooth Shifting

■

■

■

Exceeds JASO MA

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
12

Racing
Designed for track use and the rigors of racing where high
rpm and heat can take a serious toll on your engine.
LUB-15W30-FS-12

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

This oil meets or exceeds JASO MA requirements. This
ensures the oil will not cause clutch slippage or leave ashy
deposits and meets anti-corrosion and wear standards.

Super Clean
In addition to the JASO MA requirements, Yamaha chose the
most advanced additives for this oil. Unlike many automotive
oils, these additives don’t leave residues or ash.

Performance Oil
Uniquely formulated to provide performance and protection
on track, trail or street. You’ll notice a quieter ride and smoother
operation and shifting.

■

Reduced Vibration

■

Exceeds JASO MA

■

Smooth Shifting

■

No Clutch Slippage

■

Full-Synthetic

■

Anti-Corrosion

■

Contains Ester

■

Catalyst Protection

■

Clean Formulation

■

Gear Protection

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-15W50-FS-12
LUB-15W50-FS-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

Under this sleek exterior revs the heart
of a high-performance Yamaha.

Whether you’re shooting down empty stretches of country road or taking the
turns at a local track day, ride smart. Rely on quality Yamalube Care Products.

Full-throttle performance.
Yamalube Care Products for Sport Bikes

Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

SPORT BIKE CARE
Better for Your Yamaha
Industry-leading sport bike innovation demands smarter oil.
Finer products. The kind of protection that can only come from the
inside—from the same Yamaha team that designed your Yamaha.

Better Lubrication
Formulated to Yamaha’s unrelenting standards for quality,
Yamalube motorcycle oil formulations are non-friction-modified,
delivering high-performance lubrication while preventing
clutch slippage in racing bikes.

Better Protection

A

On-Road Chain Lube
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Advanced “white graphite” lubricant
for superior chain protection.

B

Fuel Med RX

Helps keeps fuel fresh and potent.

C

15W-50 Full-Syn Oil

This high-performance oil provides
flawless protection and performance.

D

Engine Med RX

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.

E

Yamaclean® Pro-Wash
Spray Removes dirt, grime and

brake dust. Used by Yamaha race teams.

F

Yamacool® Protects
down to -62°F. Pre-blended
and ready to use.

A high-performance engine demands an oil that can resist
thermal breakdown in extreme temperatures. An oil that will
minimize frictional losses, protect from ring wear and piston
scuffing and improve overall performance. It demands Yamalube.
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0W-30
Semi-Synthetic

Yamalube 0W-40 Full-Synthetic
with Ester

Yamalube 0W-30 Semi-Synthetic
for Snowmobiles

Yamalube 0W-40 is for racing and performance
enthusiasts. Shear stability, maximum lubrication, and
high thermal resistance gives you the very best protection
during the harsh extremes of high performance riding
and racing applications.

Yamalube 0W-30 was designed from synthetic and
mineral base stocks to provide excellent cold-weather
performance for all Yamaha Snowmobiles. Rated down
to -40°F (-40°C).

®

YAMALUBE 0W-40

This gives extra protection during the critical cold-start period
where a large part of an engine’s wear could occur. It also
allows faster starting than any conventional SAE 5W or SAE
10W grade oil could provide.

Durability

Special Cold-Weather Additive Package
The additive package not found in common motor oils. Yamalube
0W-30 provides optimum low-temperature pumpability down
to -40°F (-40°C). This oil has passed rigorous testing—in fact,
it’s so good that even our factory engineers now recommend it
for Yamaha snowmobile models that specify 5W-30. Expect
the same legendary Yamalube protection on the trail or lake,
with even better protection during start-up in extreme cold.

Full-Synthetic

■

Clean Formulation

■

Ester Fortified

■

Performs in -60˚F

Performance

Resists Heat Under
Extremely High RPM

Features cold temperature pumpability down to -60°F (-51°C),
perfect for cold morning starts. Resists thermal breakdown
under extremely high rpm and load conditions providing high
performance and durability even while racing.

■

Anti-Corrosion &
Water Shedding

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
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Multi-Grade Oil

The highest grade of lubricants are known as esters. These
lubricants are fully synthetic and provide unequalled
lubricity that bonds with metal engine components to create
a shield against wear.

■

Easy Cold Starting
in Extreme Cold

■

■

Smoother Throttle
Response

LUB-00W40-FS-12

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

®

YAMALUBE 0W-30

Ester

Designed to deliver the best possible performance for all four
stroke snowmobiles. It provides easy starts at extremely low
temperatures, fast flow on startup, and a high level of
corrosion protection and water shedding capabilities.

■

Semi-Synthetic Snowmobile Oil

Full-Synthetic Snowmobile Oil

0W-40
Full-Synthetic

■

Semi-Synthetic

■

Performs in -40°F

■

Easy Cold Starting

■

Anti-Corrosion

■

Clean Formulation

■

Resists Heat

■

Shear Stable

■

Smoother Throttle

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-00W30-SS-12
LUB-00W30-SS-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

Yamalube makes the best even better.

It’s 5 o’clock in the morning. It’s negative thirteen frostbiting degrees. The sun’s
not even ready to go. But your Yamaha sled? That’s a whole different story,
thanks to superior engineering and Yamalube.

Peak performance meets
peace of mind.
Yamalube Care Products for Snowmobiles

SNOWMOBILE CARE
Better for Your Yamaha
Yamalube SAE 0W-40 and 0W-30 are the only oils that
our team of Yamaha Snowmobile Engineers recommends for
our full line of snowmobiles.

Better Engine Lubrication
Our premium full-synthetic and semi-synthetic blends feature
a cold-weather additive package formulated specifically for
the harsh operating conditions of snowmobiles.

Better Extreme Cold Protection
Yamalube helps deliver instant cold-weather starts and easy
cranking, and has excellent flow that protects in temperatures
as low as -60°F (-51°C).
A
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Snowmobile High
Performance Suspension
Grease Low-temp protection to -65°F.

B

Fuel Med RX

Helps keeps fuel fresh and potent.

C

Snowmobile Chain Case
Lube Withstands extreme temperatures

and harsh operating conditions

D

Engine Med RX

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.

E

0W-40 Full-Syn Oil

Corrosion protection and easy
starts down to -60°F.

F

Yamacool® Protects
down to -62°F. Pre-blended
and ready to use.
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20W-50
Semi-Synthetic

Yamalube 10W-50 Semi-Synthetic
for Sport (JASO MA)

Yamalube 20W-50 Semi-Synthetic
for Cruisers (JASO MA)

Oil specially blended from both synthetic and mineral
base stocks to provide high performance in sport
applications. All the benefits of a light oil and all the
protection of a heavier weight.

Reduced friction and stable clutch performance make
this oil just what you need for long, enjoyable rides
in warmer climates.

®

YAMALUBE 10W-50

■

Semi-Synthetic

■

Anti-Corrosion

■

Performance Blend

■

Catalyst Protection

■

Clean Formulation

■

Gear Protection

■

Exceeds JASO MA
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LUB-10W50-SS-12
LUB-10W50-SS-04
LUB-10W50-SS-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

®

YAMALUBE 20W-50

Extreme High-Performance Formula

Smooth Power

Yamalube 10W-50 is formulated to handle the high stress
found in high-performance engines. Its exclusive blend of oils
and additives minimizes frictional losses for higher performance,
while providing critical protection against ring wear and
piston scuffing. It also resists thermal breakdown, a critical
consideration in an extreme-temperature engine environment.

Yamalube 20W-50 semi-synthetic was blended for the high
power and torque produced by Star® Motorcycles, as well as
the new generation of four stroke engines. Expect smooth
shifts, smooth power and an even smoother ride.

Race Proven

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
55 Gallon Drum

Semi-Synthetic Cruiser Oil

Semi-Synthetic Sport Oil

10W-50
Semi-Synthetic

Yamalube 10W-50 is race-inspired lubrication technology.
On-track or off, Yamalube protects gears, provides improved
throttle response and acceleration shifting and delivers a
smoother ride. Get all of the power to the ground with
Yamalube’s anti-clutch-slippage technology.

Protection
Whether for pleasure or commuting, engines need protection
from the environment and its impurities. You’ll find that
protection (and more) in our semi-synthetic 20W-50 engine
oil. Nothing protects your engine better than Yamalube.

■

Semi-Synthetic

■

Anti-Corrosion

■

Performance Blend

■

Protects Catalyst

■

Clean Formulation

■

Gear Protection

■

Exceeds JASO MA

■

Heat-Resistant

■

Smooth Shifting

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-20W50-SS-12
LUB-20W50-SS-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

Long live your ride.

Open sky. Endless stretches of road. Miles from civilization. Just you, your bike and
the complete confidence of knowing that Yamalube is coursing through your V-twin.
Standing guard against corrosion and wear so you can sit back and enjoy the ride.

Give your baby
the star treatment.
Yamalube Care Products for Motorcycles

MOTORCYCLE CARE
Smooth Power
Yamalube semi-synthetic oils are blended for the high power
and torque produced by next-generation four stroke engines.
Expect smooth shifts, smooth power and an even smoother ride.

Better Lubrication
Yamalube formulations exceed JASO MA specifications. They’re
non-friction-modified to prevent clutch slippage in motorcycles,
while still providing high-performance lubrication. Yamalube
also reduces vibration to improve ride comfort and reduces
friction to lower head temperatures.

Better Protection
A
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Spray Polish & Instant
Detailer Repels dirt and shines

paint, chrome, glass and smooth plastics.

B

Friction Modified Shaft
Drive Gear Oil Formulated for

final drives and standard differentials.*

C

Engine Med RX

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.

D

20W-50 Semi-Syn Oil

Special cruiser blend for smooth
shifting and clutch engagement.

E

Fuel Med RX

Helps keeps fuel fresh and potent.

F

Windshield & Visor Plastic
Cleaner & Conditioner

Removes oils, grease and bug spatter.

Yamalube features more performance additives than typical
oils—additives that protect against the corrosion, varnish and
wear associated with recreational use.

*Not applicable on all models
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Utility Oil

Semi-Synthetic Oil

5W-40
Semi-Synthetic

5W-30
Utility Oil

Grizzly® 700 EPS is recommended for use only by riders age 16 years and older.

Yamalube 5W-40
Semi-Synthetic for Utility

Yamalube 5W-30
All Purpose for Utility

Oil specially blended from synthetic and mineral base
stocks to protect in utility ATV and Side x Side applications
where low speed hauling and climbing really stress the
engine’s oil to the extreme.

A specially blended mineral base with a robust,
high-performance additive package, 5W-30 is designed
to provide peak protection down to subzero temperatures.

®

YAMALUBE 5W-40
Extreme Performance

Utility Performance

Yamaha 5W-40 was formulated specifically for utility ATVs
and Side x Sides by the team that knows them inside and out.
Yamaha. This oil is built to handle grueling off-road conditions
and keep your rugged, reliable Yamaha going strong.

This performance-blended oil was created with utility ATVs
and Side x Sides in mind. An extremely clean additive package
provides all-weather performance and film strength to protect
your engine from heavy load and heavy torque.

Superior Additives

Performance Additives
Yamalube 5W-30 Utility Performance contains more
performance additives than typical oils. These additives
fight corrosion, varnish and wear. As a result, this oil provides
low friction, high performance and longer engine life.

■

Semi-Synthetic

■

Easy Starting

Formulated to Yamaha’s unrelenting standards for quality,
Yamalube contains more performance additives than typical
oils. They fight corrosion, varnish and wear, reduce friction,
rev up performance and extend engine life.

■

Performance Blend

■

Anti-Corrosion

All-Weather Performance

Cold-Weather Formula

■

Clean Formulation

■

Performs in -40°F

■

Contains Moly

■

All-Season

A rugged Yamaha ATV or Side x Side stands up to punishing
subzero temperatures, the rigors of farm work and rough
terrain. Its oil should be just as tough. This semi-synthetic
formula provides optimum, low-temperature pumpability
down to -40°F (-40°C) and protection during cold starts.

Available in the precise 5W-30 viscosity the factory
recommends for your ATV or Side x Side used in below-freezing
conditions. The cold-weather formula provides low-temperature
pumpability down to -20°F (-29°C). Your engine will start
more easily, even on extremely cold mornings, and you’ll notice
a difference in its performance.

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
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®

YAMALUBE 5W-30

LUB-05W40-SS-12

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

■

Ultra-Tough Formula

■

Ultra-Clean Additives

■

■

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)

Cold Weather
Performance
Performs in -20°F

LUB-05W30-AP-12

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

Take on any terrain with just one oil. Yamalube.

Tough trails and dense woods can be explored with confidence thanks
to Yamalube’s blend of performance and protection.

® be rough,
Even
a Grizzly
The terrain
may
needs
little
TLC.
but thearide
will
be smooth.

Yamalube Care Products for ATVs

Grizzly® 700 EPS is recommended for use only by riders age 16 years and older.

ATV CARE
Yamalube Performance
Yamalube oils are performance blended with high quality
base oils for use in your Yamaha ATV. They provide high
film strength to protect your engine from the wear and tear
of daily use.

Better for Your Yamaha
Yamalube Semi-Synthetic and Performance All Purpose oils
are designed to perform in your ATV or Side x Side year
round. From Performance Semi-Synthetic 5W-40 to Utility
Performance 5W-30 and All-Purpose Performance 10W-40
and 20W-50, Yamalube has you covered.

Better Lubrication & Protection
A
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Friction Modified Shaft
Drive Gear Oil For sealed wet

B

Biodegradable
Foam Air Filter Oil

brake final drives and standard differentials. Non-alcohol-based filter oil.

C

5W-40 Semi-Syn Oil

All-season lubrication with cold-start
protection down to -40°F.

D

Fuel Med RX

Helps keeps fuel fresh and potent.

E

External Engine Cleaner
& Degreaser Cleans rubber,

plastic and painted metal surfaces.

F

You depend on your ATV or Side x Side to get you where
you’re going no matter what. Adding Yamalube will ensure that
your ATV or Side x Side will be up to the task, year after year.

Engine Med RX

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.
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20W-50
All Purpose Oil

Yamalube 10W-40
All Purpose Oil

Yamalube 20W-50
All Purpose Oil

A high-performance, general-use, mineral base oil,
10W-40 has an advanced additive package that
features superior anti-frictional properties.

A top-tier mineral oil, 20W-50 is formulated to provide
maximum anti-wear and shear stability protection in
warm climates.

®

YAMALUBE 10W-40

■

■

Exceeds JASO MA
High-Quality
General Use Oil

■

Ultra-Clean Additives
High-Performance
Mineral

Year-Round Applications

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
55 Gallon Drum
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■

LUB-10W40-AP-12
LUB-10W40-AP-04
LUB-10W40-AP-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

®

YAMALUBE 20W-50

Year-Round Performance for Land Products

Warm Climate Performance for Land Products

Yamalube 10W-40 includes high quality mineral base stocks
for use in motorcycles, ATVs, Side x Sides and scooters.
It provides stable clutch performance and film strength
protecting your engine from the wear and tear of daily use.

Yamalube 20W-50 protects your motorcycle, ATV, Side x Side
or scooter engine from the wear and tear of daily use—
especially in hot temperatures. It’s specifically formulated to
maintain factory-recommended viscosity in warm climates,
and includes high-quality mineral base stocks for stable clutch
performance and film strength.

Exceptional Protection

■

All Purpose Oil

All Purpose Oil

10W-40
All Purpose Oil

Yamaha set out to blend factory-approved engine oils with
mineral base stocks that were everything but conventional.
Excellent protection and technologically superior additives
make this oil exceptional.

Motorsport Oil
Yamaha blends factory-approved engine oils with mineral
base stocks and technologically superior additives, resulting
in exceptional protection.

The Right Viscosity
Yamalube Performance All Purpose oils are available in the
precise multi-grade viscosity the factory recommends for your
four stroke Yamaha. Each Yamalube Performance All Purpose
formula meets or exceeds all factory requirements.

Correct Viscosities for Each Application

■

■

Warmer Climate
Applications
Exceeds JASO MA

■

■

High-Performance
Mineral
Ultra-Clean Additives

All Purpose doesn’t mean one-size-fits-all.Yamalube Performance
All Purpose oils are available in precise multi-grade viscosities
to meet or exceed factory recommendations for each four
stroke engine and its application and environment.
1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-20W50-AP-12
LUB-20W50-AP-04
LUB-20W50-AP-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Two Stroke Oil

Two Stroke Oil

Yamalube 2S
Two Stroke Oil

Yamalube 2R
Two Stroke Oil

ATVs over 90cc are recommended for use only by riders age 16 years and older.

Yamalube 2S
Two Stroke Oil

Yamalube 2R
Two Stroke Oil

A high-quality, all-season, two stroke formula, 2S delivers
maximum protection and performance, year round.

A high-performance, two stroke blend, 2R reduces
friction and stands up to the high temperatures and
rigorous demands of a competition engine.

®

®

YAMALUBE 2S

YAMALUBE 2R

All-Performance Two Stroke Oil

Competition Two Stroke Oil

A technologically advanced semi-synthetic base stock and
additive system provides all-season performance and greatly
reduced visible smoke.

Developed to meet the requirements of competition Supercross
and Motocross. For years, it’s been the oil of choice in two stroke
motorsports racing.

Low Deposits

Class-Leading Lubrication

Special synthetic additives significantly reduce carbon and
varnish deposit buildup. That means longer engine life and
greater performance over time.

A special base stock protects from wear and breakdown,
reduces friction and allows for maximum horsepower.

Low Deposits
■

■

All-Season
Performance

Greatly Reduced
Visible Smoke

Synthetic Blend

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
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■

LUB-2STRK-S1-12
LUB-2STRK-S1-04

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

All-Weather Performance
2S provides exceptional lubrication in all temperatures. A special
additive maintains flow and prevents “gelling” in sub-freezing
conditions, making it especially effective in snowmobiles.

Special, synthetic additives reduce carbon and deposit build-up
on pistons, rings and exhaust ports, for maximum horsepower
and minimum wear.

■

Greatly Reduced
Visible Smoke

1 Pint Bottles (Qty. 24*)
1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)

■

Competition Grade

LUB-2STRK-R1-24
LUB-2STRK-R1-12

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Watercraft Oil

Two Stroke Oil

Yamalube 2W
Two Stroke Oil

Yamalube 4W
Four Stroke Oil

Yamalube 2W
Two Stroke Oil for Watercraft

Yamalube 4W
Four Stroke for Watercraft

Formulated for watercraft engines, our 2W two stroke
blend provides excellent anti-wear and catalyst protection
and greatly reduces visible smoke.

An impressive anti-wear and anti-corrosion oil, 4W
withstands the high rpm found in watercraft engines
operating in harsh marine environments.

®

®

YAMALUBE 2W

YAMALUBE 4W

Watercraft Performance for Two Strokes

Watercraft Performance for Four Strokes

Our exclusive formula features a strong anti-wear package
and enhanced catalyst protection and significantly reduces
visible smoke.

Specifically approved for use with Yamaha high-performance
watercraft engines found in WaveRunners and Yamaha Sport
Boats. Heavily fortified with detergents, anti-wear and corrosion
additives to protect in the harsh marine environment.

Precision-Blend
Semi-synthetic two stroke injector oil designed for WaveRunner®
Personal Watercraft and Sport Boats provides Yamaha owners
with precision-blended oil using only the finest lubricants.
■

■

Strong Anti-Wear
Package
Catalyst Protection

■

■

Greatly Reduced
Visible Smoke
Synthetic Blend

Achieves an exponential reduction in visible smoke at start-up
and while you’re under way.

This oil was designed specifically for the needs of four stroke
WaveRunner Personal Watercraft and Sport Boats—and
approved by the same Yamaha team responsible for designing
them. It provides the anti-corrosion and anti-wear performance
the marine environment demands. The result of careful testing,
Yamalube 4W is proven to exceed expectations.

Lubrication

Performance

Significantly reduces the wear of engine components, while
providing excellent lubrication for moving parts and protecting
the engine from ring stick and piston scuffing.

Extremely high rpm. Constant load. An unrelenting marine
environment. These are just a few of the challenges you face
when designing a new oil for WaveRunners and Sport
Boats. And Yamalube 4W handles it all. When it comes to
performance and protection, Yamalube is the only choice.

Low Smoke

Not recommended for two stroke land-use vehicles or outboard motors.

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
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LUB-2STRK-W1-12
LUB-2STRK-W1-04

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

Extreme Protection

■

■

High-Performance
Watercraft Oil

■

Anti-Corrosion
Protection

Precision Blended

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-10W40-WV-12
LUB-10W40-WV-04
LUB-10W40-WV-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

Don’t just ride the waves. Run them.

Before you grab a fist full of throttle, grab the right bottle. Yamalube. Its advanced
lubrication technology is specifically designed to enhance the performance of your
watercraft. You’ll notice the difference, wave after wave. Yamalube delivers the
performance boost and protection you need to confidently tame the water.

You run on adrenaline.
Your ride demands more.
Yamalube Care Products for
WaveRunner® Personal Watercraft & Sport Boats

WATERCRAFT CARE
Better for Your Yamaha
Industry-leading watercraft innovation demands smarter oil.
The kind of protection that can only come from the inside—
from the same team that designed your Yamaha.

Better Engine Lubrication
Expect the finest ingredients, and the latest in lubrication
technology in a formulation that meets Yamaha’s stringent
standards for quality.

Better Watercraft Engine Protection
Yamalube 4W 10W-40 and 2W are specifically approved
for use in the Yamaha high-performance watercraft engines
found in WaveRunners and Yamaha Sport Boats.
A
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Marine Grease Prevents
corrosion and rust, and resists wash
off, heat, pressure and harsh conditions.

B

Yamashield™ Lubricant

and corrosion inhibitor for a
harsh marine environment.

C

Silicone Protectant &
Lubricant Protects metals from

rust and plastics from harsh conditions.

D

10W-40 4W High-performance,

high-revving oil with robust detergents,
anti-wear and corrosion additives.

E

Fuel Med RX

Helps keeps fuel fresh and potent.

F

Engine Med RX

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.
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Outboard Oil

Outboard Oil

NMMA® FC-W®
5W-30 4M Oil

Others simply follow industry standards.
We prefer to stay ahead of them.

All Yamalube Four Stroke Marine Oils Are NMMA® FC-W® Certified.
What does this mean? Well, the National Marine Manufacturers Association® (NMMA®)
has worked with industry leaders to establish testing criteria and performance standards
for four stroke marine oil. Before an oil can achieve NMMA® FC-W®certification, it must
pass a 100-hour general performance engine test, as well as bench tests for viscosity, filter
plugging, foaming and aeration. To gauge rust and corrosion resistance, the NMMA® FC-W®
oil committee has developed the industry’s most punishing test. This proprietary test
simulates a brutal marine environment, subjecting actual steel cylinder sleeves to extreme
moisture and salt. Automotive oils simply aren’t formulated to withstand these harsh
conditions, so they won’t come close to meeting the demanding NMMA® FC-W® standards.

Yamalube 4M Full Synthetic
Four Stroke for Outboards

NMMA® FC-W®-certified, Yamalube 4M Full Synthetic
is our highest-performance, four stroke outboard
formula. It increases lubricity for lower friction levels
and can improve fuel economy.

Why are NMMA® FC-W®-Certified Oils Better?
Oils that earn FC-W® certification have been proven to
provide the performance and quality demanded by today’s
advanced four stroke outboard technology. These oils stand
up to extended full-throttle operation, high loads and the salt
and moisture-rich air found in a harsh marine environment.

Non-FC-W®

Yamalube®
4M FC-W®

®

YAMALUBE 5W-30 4M
Why Should Yamalube Be Your Marine Oil of Choice?
In formulating each Yamalube marine oil, Yamaha oil
engineers follow this three-step process:
■
■
■

Examine an outboard/marine engine’s performance demands
Measure those demands against NMMA®standards
Formulate the oil to meet or exceed all requirements

In stark contrast, many competing oil manufacturers simply
take existing formulations and modify them just enough to
achieve certification. Unfortunately, this doesn’t ensure that
the performance needs of the engine are also met. For overall
protection and maximum performance, choose NMMA®
FC-W®-certified Yamalube marine oils.

To make sure you’re purchasing an NMMA® FC-W®
certified oil, look for this symbol on its bottle.
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Game-Changing Technology Demands
Advanced Lubrication.
All of Yamalube’s four stroke marine formulations are
NMMA® FC-W®certified. They provide high-performance
lubrication that stands up to extended full-throttle operation,
high loads and the salt air of a brutal marine environment.

Yamalube 4M FS
Our first full synthetic marine oil, Yamalube 4M FS pushes
outboard lubrication and performance to new levels. It features all
the benefits of the original, mineral-oil-based, Yamalube 4M, but
with a full synthetic formula that dials up lubricity, lowers friction
levels and improves fuel economy. Offered in a 5W-30 weight,
it provides excellent lubrication in all climates. It’s recommended
primarily for the Four Stroke VMAX SHO®, but works well in
our other four strokes (e.g. V6 Offshore and F70 models) and
in other brands of marine stern drive and inboard engines.
■

Rust & Corrosion Protection
Specific marine additives combat rust, corrosion, varnish, and
wear; all while providing high levels of bearing protection,
resistance to foaming and lubrication.

■

■

Full-Synthetic
High-Performance
Lubrication
Precision Blended

■

■

NMMA® FC-W®
Certified
For VMAX SHO® &
High-Performance
Four Strokes

NMMA® FC-W® Certified
Yamalube 4M FS has been thoroughly reviewed by the
NMMA®. It’s passed rigorous tests for performance, viscosity,
corrosion, filter plugging, foaming and aeration, and has been
proven to provide the performance and quality today’s
advanced four stroke technology requires.
Formulated especially for outboard motors. Not recommended for
WaveRunner® personal watercraft or Sport Boats.

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)

LUB-05W30-FC-12

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Outboard Oil

Outboard Oil

4M
Four Stroke Oil

2M
Two Stroke Oil

Yamalube 4M
Four Stroke for Outboards

Yamalube 2M
Two Stroke for Outboards

A top-tier, NMMA® FC-W®-certified oil, 4M provides
maximum rust and corrosion protection and cooler
temperatures in advanced, four stroke outboard engines
operating at varying loads, in a range of marine conditions.

NMMA® TC-W3®-certified, 2M premium two stroke
blend delivers superior lubrication and anti-wear/anti-rust
protection for outboard engines operating in demanding
marine environments.

®

YAMALUBE 4M
10W-30 & 20W-40
NMMA® FC-W® for Four Stroke Outboards

NMMA® TC-W3® for Two Stroke Outboards

Boat owners wanting the best protection for their four stroke
outboards should look no further than Yamalube 4M FC-W®.
Superior rust and corrosion additives that far exceed any
passenger car requirement keep an engine safe in the
harshest of environments.

Semi-synthetic oil with an exclusive additive blend works to
guard against ring stick and carbon build up, while special
additives minimize wear. This oil is designed for the most
grueling conditions outboards face. Whether it’s extended
full-throttle operation, engine-punishing “out-of-the-hole”
acceleration, or hour after hour of trolling, this oil can take it.
With its extreme level of performance, Yamalube 2M offers
the best everyday protection, too.

Maximum Lubricity
■

■

Exceeds NMMA®
FC-W® Ratings

Powerful Corrosion
& Wear Protection

High Shear Stability

SAE 10W-30
1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
55 Gallon Drum
SAE 20W-40
1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
55 Gallon Drum
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■

Automotive engines do not usually run at 6000 rpm. Yamaha
Outboard engines were designed to run at full throttle
(5500 to 6000 rpm) all day long. At this speed it is critical
that engine oil not foam. Foaming reduces lubricity which can
lead to wear and over time this can lead to failure. Yamalube
4M FC-W®has the best blend of anti-foam technology available.

NMMA® FC-W®Approved
LUB-10W30-FC-12
LUB-10W30-FC-04
LUB-10W30-FC-55
LUB-20W40-FC-12
LUB-20W40-FC-04
LUB-20W40-FC-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

®

YAMALUBE 2M

In order for an oil to be approved by the NMMA® to hold its
highest rating for marine engine oils, FC-W® (Four Cycle – Water
cooled), it must pass a multitude of tests. Passenger car oils
don’t pass these tests, which is why it’s important to use
NMMA®-certified Yamalube 4M FC-W®.

Rust & Corrosion Protection

■

Provides the highest level of protection on the market.

NMMA® TC-W3®-Approved
With so many NMMA® TC-W3®-approved marine oils on the
market, why insist on Yamalube 2M? Yamaha’s outboards are
renowned for their quality, performance and durability.
We wouldn’t risk that reputation by offering an inferior oil
product. Plus, our proprietary knowledge of our engines and
their performance requirements means we can offer the best
oil for them. As a result of these high standards for quality and
performance, our oils surpass the TC-W3®minimum requirements.
Formulated especially for outboard motors. Not recommended for
WaveRunner®personal watercraft or Sport Boats.

■

Exceeds NMMA®
TC-W3® Rating

■

Extreme Lubrication

Synthetic Blend

1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
1 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 4*)
2.5 Gallon Bottles (Qty. 2*)
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-2STRK-M1-12
LUB-2STRK-M1-04
LUB-2STRK-M1-02
LUB-2STRK-M1-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

Don’t forget to pack the life preservers.
Yamalube Care Products.

Nothing enhances performance, cuts down on wear and tear and extends engine life quite like
Yamalube Care Products. To have adventure after Yamaha-powered adventure, follow a proper
maintenance schedule using the only care products made specifically for Yamaha Outboards.

For turn key reliability,®
turn to Yamalube.
Yamalube Marine Care Products

A

B
E

C
D

MARINE CARE

F

Better for Your Yamaha
There’s nothing harsher than a marine environment. Yamalube
engine oils are developed by the same team that designed
your Yamaha engine. So they’re guaranteed to provide unrivaled
protection and performance.

Better Lubrication
Yamalube oils include the finest ingredients and the latest
in lubrication technology. They’re the only oils that meet our
stringent standards for quality. We know, because we do
extensive performance testing. It doesn’t get any better than this.

Better Protection
A
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Silicone Protectant &
Lubricant Protects metals from

rust and plastics from harsh conditions.

B

Fuel Stabilizer &
Conditioner PLUS

Helps keeps fuel fresh and potent.

C

Ring Free PLUS

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.

D

Yamashield™ Creates a

non-conductive shield on metal
components and electrical connections.

E

5W-30 Full-Syn FC-W®
4M Outboard Oil Lowers friction

levels and can improve fuel economy.

F

Marine Grease Prevents

corrosion and rust, and resists wash
off, heat, pressure and harsh conditions.

Polymers that resist break down in extreme conditions. Superior
rust and corrosion protection. Detergents and dispersants to
keep your engine clean. Yamalube has you covered.
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Golf Car & Generator Oil

Golf Car & Generator Oil

10W-30
Golf Car &
Generator Oil

When the engine starts,
the performance never stops.

A Day on the Golf Course Means Frequent Stops and Starts
Yamalube 10W-30 features a high-quality base oil and a special additive package to give
your engine maximum anti-wear protection from repeated starts.

Golf Car Benefits
High Performance on the Golf Course
Yamalube 10W-30 provides suspension detergent performance in golf cars, and its film
strength protects the engine from daily use.

Yamalube 10W-30
Golf Car & Generator Oil

Performance Additives

Golf car and generator engines are subjected to
frequent start-ups and are under constant loads all day
long. 10W-30 features high-quality base oils, and an
additive package to protect against wear.

An advanced additive package protects these hardworking engines from the wear and tear
of frequent stops and start-ups, fights corrosion and carbon deposits and extends engine life.

The Right Viscosity
This oil meets or exceeds all factory requirements and is offered in the precise viscosity
recommended for your Yamaha golf car.

®

YAMALUBE 10W-30
Generator Benefits
Protection You Can Count On
Yamalube 10W-30 features an extremely clean additive
package, providing all-weather performance and dependability
and incredible film strength to protect your engine from heavy
load and torque.

Performance Additives
10W-30 AP contains more performance additives than typical
oils. This helps to fight corrosion and wear, reduces carbon
deposits, keeps friction levels low and extends engine life.

The Right Viscosity
This oil meets or exceeds all factory requirements and is offered
in the precise viscosity recommended for your Yamaha generator.

■

■

Powerful Corrosion
& Wear Protection

■

Exceeds Factory
Recommendations

Ultra-Clean Additives

You Need to be Able to Count on Your Generator.
Whether it’s an emergency or you’re at a worksite, things will
come to a screeching halt if it fails. Yamalube 10W-30 features
an advanced additive package blended with high-quality base oils.
This provides maximum protection and ensures dependability
under constant loads for extended periods of time.
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1 Quart Bottles (Qty. 12*)
5 Gallon Pail
55 Gallon Drum

LUB-10W30-GG-12
LUB-10W30-GG-05
LUB-10W30-GG-55

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Lubricants & Care Products

For the right protection, the pros know where to go.

Golf cars work hard all day long. You need protection that does, too. Make
sure your Yamaha’s always up for 18 with high quality Yamalube Care Products.

The perfect
protection
for the drive.
Yamalube Care Products
for Golf Cars

GOLF CAR CARE
Better for Your Yamaha
In one day, a golfer may play 18, but a golf car probably sees
hundreds of flagsticks. Protect it from the wear and tear of
nearly continuous use with Yamalube 10W-30 Performance
All Purpose. It includes high quality mineral base stocks and
provides incredible film strength.

Better Lubrication
Yamaha has stringent standards for the lubrication of its golf
cars—and other off-the-shelf oils just aren’t up to par. That’s
why we’ve created our own. Our factory-approved engine oils
include unparalleled mineral base stocks and technologically
superior additives, providing excellent protection.

Better Protection
A
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Spray Polish & Instant
Detailer Repels dirt and shines

paint, chrome, glass and smooth plastics.

B

Silicone Protectant &
Lubricant Protects metals from

rust and plastics from harsh conditions.

C

LubezAll™ Multi-purpose,

dielectric, aerosol, synthetic
grease for moving parts.

D

Battery Terminal Cleaner
& Protector Neutralizes acid

corrosion, increases output, extends life.

E

Engine Med RX

Removes carbon and protects
fuel system metals.

F

Friction Modified Shaft
Drive Gear Oil For sealed wet

brake final drives and standard differentials.

Yamalube Performance All Purpose oil is available in the precise
multi-grade viscosity recommended for your four stroke Yamaha
golf car, and meets or exceeds all factory requirements.
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Yamalube® Oil Change Kits

SPORT MOTORCYCLE FULL-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-SPTCG-KT-00 Dealer Order Quantity 4

STAR® MOTORCYCLE SEMI-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-05 Dealer Order Quantity 4

STAR® MOTORCYCLE 1300 SEMI-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-15 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
15W-50 Performance Full-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance Semi-Synthetic Oil (6 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 3)

CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance Semi-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

SPORT MOTORCYCLE ALL PURPOSE KIT:
LUB-SPTCG-KT-05 Dealer Order Quantity 4

STAR® MOTORCYCLE ALL PURPOSE KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-00 Dealer Order Quantity 4

STAR® MOTORCYCLE 1300 ALL PURPOSE KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
10W-40 Performance All Purpose Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance All Purpose Oil (6 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 3)

CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance All Purpose Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

MODELS INCLUDED:
’00-’06 YZF-R1
’01-’05 FZ1
’01-’05 YZF-R6
’04-’06 FZ6
’06-’09 YZF-R6S

MODELS INCLUDED:
’99-’10 Road Star Silverado
’99-’12 Road Star Silverado S
’99-’12 Road Star S
’99-’10 Road Star
’02-’10 Warrior
’02-’10 Midnight Warrior
’06-’12 Stratoliner S

MODELS INCLUDED:
’07-’12 V Star 1300
’11-’12 Stryker

Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

SPORT II MOTORCYCLE FULL-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-SPTCG-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4

World-class protection, all in one
convenient, high-performance package.

CONTENTS:
15W-50 Performance Full-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

With Yamalube Oil Change Kits, giving your legendary
Yamaha the protection it deserves is a snap. Kits are
engine-specific, including everything you need—oil,
oil filter, drain seals and o-rings. Just look up your
model, grab a kit and go—literally.

Sport II Motorcycle Oil Kit Shown
LUB-SPTCG-KT-10 (Contents vary by kit)

SPORT II MOTORCYCLE ALL PURPOSE KIT:
LUB-SPTCG-KT-15 Dealer Order Quantity 4
CONTENTS:
10W-40 Performance All Purpose Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)
MODELS INCLUDED:
’06-’12 YZF-R6
’07-’09 FZ6
’07-’08 YZF-R1
’09-’12 FZ6R
’09-’12 YZF-R1
’11-’12 FZ8
’06-’12 FZ1
OFF-ROAD MOTORCYCLE KIT:
LUB-OFFCG-KT-00 Dealer Order Quantity 6
CONTENTS:
10W-50 Performance Semi-Synthetic Oil (2 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 2)
O-Rings (Qty. 4)
MODELS INCLUDED:
’01-’10 YZ250F
’03-’09 WR450F
’03-’10 YZ450F
’08-’11 WR250X
’01-’09 WR250F ’08-’12 WR250R
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’06-’10 Stratoliner Midnight
’06-’12 Roadliner S
’06-’10 Roadliner Midnight
’08-’12 Raider
’08-’12 Raider S
’12 Raider SCL
’10-’12 Stratoliner Deluxe

®

STAR MOTORCYCLE 650 ALL PURPOSE KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-30 Dealer Order Quantity 6
CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance All Purpose Oil (3 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)
MODELS INCLUDED:
’08-’11 V Star 650
STAR® MOTORCYCLE 950 SEMI-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-25 Dealer Order Quantity 4
CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance Semi-Synthetic Oil (5 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)
STAR® MOTORCYCLE 950 ALL PURPOSE KIT:
LUB-STRCG-KT-20 Dealer Order Quantity 4

ATV & SIDE x SIDE KIT:
LUB-ATVCG-KT-01 Dealer Order Quantity 6
CONTENTS:
10W-40 Performance All Purpose Oil (3 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 3)
ATV & SIDE x SIDE “COLD WEATHER” KIT:
LUB-ATVCG-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 6
CONTENTS:
5W-30 Utility Performance Oil (3 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 3)
MODELS INCLUDED:
’00-’04 Kodiak 400 2WD
’00-’06 Kodiak 400 4WD
’03-’06 Kodiak 450 4WD
’04-’06 Bruin 350 2WD
’04-’06 Bruin 350 4WD
’04-’07 Rhino 660 4WD
’06-’09 Rhino 450 4WD
’07-’08 Rhino 450 SE AUTO 4WD
’08-’12 Rhino 700 4WD

’02-’08 Grizzly 660 4WD
’07-’08 Grizzly 400 4WD
’07-’11 Grizzly 350 2WD
’07-’12 Grizzly 350 4WD
’07-’12 Grizzly 450 4WD
’07-’12 Grizzly 700 4WD
’09-’12 Grizzly 550 4WD
’06-’10 Wolverine 450 4WD
’07-’09 Wolverine 350 2WD

CONTENTS:
20W-50 Performance All Purpose Oil (5 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)
MODELS INCLUDED:
’09-’12 V Star 950
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Yamalube® Oil Change Kits

WATERCRAFT KIT FOR
SPORT BOATS & WAVERUNNERS®:
LUB-WTRCG-KT-00 Dealer Order Quantity 6

OUTBOARD F30-F70 10W-30 KITS:
LUB-MRNSM-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 6

OUTBOARD F150 10W-30 KIT:
LUB-MRNMR-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
10W-40 4W Watercraft Performance Oil (3 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
10W-30 Oil (3 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
10W-30 Oil (5 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

OUTBOARD F30-F70 20W-40 KITS:
LUB-MRNSM-KT-20 Dealer Order Quantity 6

OUTBOARD F150 20W-40 KIT:
LUB-MRNMR-KT-20 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
20W-40 Oil (3 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
20W-40 Oil (5 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

MODELS INCLUDED:
’09-Current F40A
’95-Current F50
’10-Current F70
’96-Current T50
’99-’08 F40
’02-Current F60
’01-’06 F30
’03-Current T60

MODELS INCLUDED:
’04-Current F150

OUTBOARD F75-F115 10W-30 KITS:
LUB-MRNMD-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
10W-30 Oil (6 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

MODELS INCLUDED:
’02-’07 FX
’08-’10 212 Series Boat
’04-’08 FX HO
’05-’09 230 HO Series Boat
’04-’08 FX Cruiser HO ’08-’09 232 Series Boat
’03-’06 230 Series Boat ’05-’12 VX Series
’06-’12 210 Series Boat
WATERCRAFT II KIT FOR
SPORT BOATS & WAVERUNNERS:
LUB-WTRCG-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4
CONTENTS:
10W-40 4W Watercraft Performance Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
World-class protection, all in one
convenient, high-performance package.

With Yamalube Marine Oil Change Kits, giving your
legendary Yamaha outboard or watercraft the protection
it deserves is easy. Kits are engine-specific, including
everything you need—oil, oil filter and drain seals—all
in one convenient kit.

MODELS INCLUDED:
’08-’12 FX Cruiser SHO ’10-’12 240 Series Boat
’09-’12 FX Cruiser HO
’10-’12 242 Series Boat
’08-’12 FX SHO
’12 190 Series Boat
’09-’12 FX HO
’12 212 Series Boat
’09-’12 FZR/FZS
’11-’12 VXR/VXS

CONTENTS:
10W-30 Oil (5 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)
OUTBOARD F75-F115 20W-40 KITS:
LUB-MRNMD-KT-20 Dealer Order Quantity 4
CONTENTS:
20W-40 Oil (5 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

Sport Boat Oil Kit Shown
LUB-WTRCG-KT-10 (Contents vary by kit)

MODELS INCLUDED:
’03-Current F75
’99-’02 F80
’03-Current F90
’99-’02 F100
’00-Current F115

OUTBOARD F200-F250 10W-30 KITS:
LUB-MRNLG-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4

OUTBOARD F200-F250 20W-40 KITS:
LUB-MRNLG-KT-20 Dealer Order Quantity 4
CONTENTS:
20W-40 Oil (6 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)
MODELS INCLUDED:
’02-Current F200 3.3 L ’05-Current F250A&B 3.3 L
’02-Current F225 3.3 L ’08-Current F225 Sport 3.3 L

Oil Extractor Pump makes changing the
oil on your Yamaha outboard or personal
watercraft clean and hassle-free.
(Not included in oil change kit.)
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SNOWMOBILE 2 & 3 CYLINDER
PERFORMANCE FULL-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-SMBCG-KT-05 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
0W-40 Full-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
0W-40 Full-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 2)

SNOWMOBILE 4 CYLINDER
PERFORMANCE SEMI-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-SMBCG-KT-10 Dealer Order Quantity 4

SNOWMOBILE 2 & 3 CYLINDER
PERFORMANCE SEMI-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-SMBCG-KT-01 Dealer Order Quantity 4

CONTENTS:
0W-30 Semi-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gasket (Qty. 1)

CONTENTS:
0W-30 Semi-Synthetic Oil (4 Qts.)
Oil Filter (Qty. 1)
Drain Gaskets (Qty. 2)

MODELS INCLUDED:
’03-’05 RX-1
’06-’07 Attak GT
’03-’05 RX-1 LE
’06-’07 Apex Mountain
’03-’05 RX-1 Mountain
’07 Apex Mountain SE
’03-’05 RX-1 Mountain LE
’08 Apex MTX SE
’04-’05 RX Warrior
’08-’10 Apex MTX
’06-’09 Apex RTX
’08-’10 Apex LTX
’06-’10 Apex GT
’08-’10 Apex LTX GT
’06-’13 Apex
’11-’13 Apex SE
’06-’07 Attak
’11-’13 Apex XTX

MODELS INCLUDED:
’05-’07 RS Vector MTN
’06-’07 RS Vector MTN SE
’05-’09 RS Vector
’06-’13 RS Vector GT
’08-’09 RS Vector LTX
’08-’11 RS Vector LTX GT
’12-’13 RS Vector LTX
’05-’07 RS Rage
’07 RS Rage GT
’05-’13 RS Venture
’07-’13 RS Venture GT
’07-’13 Venture Lite
’13 Venture MP
’13 RS Venture TF
’06-’07 RS Nytro
’08-’10 FX Nytro MTX

’10-’11 FX Nytro MTX SE 153
’10-’11 FX Nytro MTX SE 162
’12-’13 FX Nytro MTX 162
’12-’13 FX Nytro MTX 153
’08-’13 FX Nytro
’08-’13 FX Nytro RTX
’09-’10 FX Nytro RTX SE
’09-’13 FX Nytro XTX
’13 FX Nytro XTX 1.75
’06-’13 RS Viking Professional
’07 Phazer MTN Lite
’07 Phazer FX
’07-’09 Phazer
’07-’13 Phazer GT
’08-’13 Phazer MTX
’08-’13 Phazer RTX

Lubricants & Care Products

SNOWMOBILE 4 CYLINDER
PERFORMANCE FULL-SYNTHETIC KIT:
LUB-SMBCG-KT-15 Dealer Order Quantity 4

Color-coding makes caring
for your Yamaha a snap.

Lubricants

Quality Care
Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

Maintenance

THE FORMULA
FOR PERFORMANCE
Yamaha is in constant pursuit of a more reliable,
exhilarating experience for its customers—on the track,
trail, highway, water or snow. As our vehicles and engines

Additives

evolve, only one line of care products will be able to
keep up—Yamalube. Our lineup includes lubricants,
quality care products, maintenance products, fork oils,
fuel additives and adhesives. And it’s all color-coded,

Fork Oils

taking the guesswork out of caring for your Yamaha.

For high performance, long life and one of the world’s most
reliable rides, count on Yamaha and Yamalube Care Products.
Snowmobile 2 & 3 Cylinder Oil Kit Shown
LUB-SMBCG-KT-01 (Contents vary by kit)
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Adhesives
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One-hand operation. Includes one
multi-purpose grease cartridge.
Kit
ACC-GREAS-EG-UN

(Qty. 1*)

(Product should be used where grease “B”
is specified in service manual.)

Uses 3 oz. Refill Cartridges
ACC-GREAS-RE-FL (Qty. 1*)

NEW! Snowmobile High
Performance Suspension
Grease Our best snowmobile

grease for use with advanced suspension
systems needing to react quickly to
rough trail conditions. (NLGI® 2)
(Product should be used where grease
ESSO®Beacon 325 and Aeroshell®Grease #7
are specified in service manual.)

14 oz. Cartridge (Qty. 10*)
ACC-SMBGR-SE-14

Lubricants & Greases

Lubricants & Greases

3 oz. Multi-Purpose
Grease Gun

Marine Grease Especially

formulated to resist wash-off and extreme
heat and pressure, and prevent corrosion
and rust. (NLGI®2) Lithium soap based.
(Product should be used where grease “A”
is specified in service manual.)

10 oz. Tube (Qty. 12*)
ACC-GREAS-10-CT

Molybdenum Disulfide
Grease This extreme-pressure

grease lubricates high loads at various
speeds. Non-corrosive, it’s water-resistant,
exhibiting low-friction properties that
protect against wear and galling in
difficult operating conditions.

14.1 oz. Cartridge (Qty. 10*)

(Product should be used where grease “M”
is specified in service manual.)

ACC-GREAS-14-CT

10 oz. Tube (Qty. 12*)
ACC-MOLDM-GS-10

High Performance Synthetic Race Grease

Used by Yamaha race teams, this grease was designed
to withstand extreme pressure and provide maximum
performance. Lithium soap based.
(Product should be used where grease “B” and “LS” are specified
in service manual.)

14 oz. Cartridge (Qty. 10*)
ACC-SYNPF-GR-00

Polyurea Grease

Formulated with deposit control, this NLGI® #2 grade grease
resists oxidation and rust on components, and the affects of
aging and operating temperatures between -10 and 325°F.
Designed for the high temperature and speed exhibited in
the mechanical bearing of a primary sheave drive.

Multi Purpose Grease

UltraMatic Grease

Brake Caliper Grease

(Product should be used where grease “H” and Shell®BT Grease 3
are specified in service manual.)

Specially formulated to resist extreme
pressure, water and corrosion. (NLGI®2)

10 oz. Tube (Qty. 12*)

(Product should be used where grease “B”
is specified in service manual.)

Special grease formula for ATV
automatic clutches. Successor to
“Grizzly Grease.”

Synthetic formula for lubricating brake
calipers during re-assembly. Withstands
temperatures to 500°F. Dielectric and
safe for use with rubber and plastic.

ACC-POLYG-RS-10
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1 lb. Tub (Qty. 6*)

(Product should be used where Grizzly Grease
is specified in service manual.)

ACC-MLTPR-GR-00

1 lb. Tub (Qty. 6*)

(Product should be used where grease “S”
is specified in service manual.)

ACC-ULTRA-GS-16

3 oz. Tube (Qty. 12*)

Race Grease For bearings and
other applications requiring high surface
strength. (NLGI®2) Lithium soap based.
(Product should be used where grease “B”
and “LS” are specified in service manual.)

1 lb. Tub (Qty. 6*)
ACC-RACEG-RE-AS

ACC-SLCNG-RS-00

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-TRANS-PL-US

Tire Mount Lube

Specially formulated lubricant that allows
you to change tires on the rim quickly
with less chance of damage. Use on any
rim-mounted tire to provide a lubricated
surface that eases tire installation while
helping to protect the tire bead from
damage. Preventing damage to the tire
bead improves its sealing ability.
11 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-TIRMN-TL-UB

NEW! Full Synthetic
Shaft Drive Gear Oil

Lubricants & Greases

Lubricants & Greases

Trans-Oil Plus Performance
20W-40 oil blended specially for two
stroke motorcycle transmissions.

Marine Gearcase Lube

Rust and corrosion inhibitors protect
outboard gearcase components and
SAE 90, 80W90 meets GL-4.

Performance Power Trim
& Tilt Fluid Premium formula is

10 oz. Tube (Qty. 12*)

non-foaming and resists heat and pressure
found in power trim, tilt and power
steering systems for smooth operation.
Meets Yamaha factory requirements.

ACC-GEARL-UB-10

10 oz. Tube (Qty. 12*)

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-PWRTR-MF-10

ACC-GEARL-UB-QT

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)

1 Gallon Bottle (Qty. 4*)

ACC-PWRTR-MF-32

(Not for use on V8 outboards.)

ACC-GEARL-UB-GL

5 Gallon Pail
ACC-GEARL-UB-05

55 Gallon Drum
ACC-GEARL-UB-55

For the quiet operation and proper performance of
standard differentials. Has superior anti-wear and
anti-scoring properties and dispersant inhibitors. Not
for use in FJR1300, ’09 and newer VMAX and ’10
and newer Super Ténéré and wet brake differentials.
1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-SHAFT-DR-FS

Friction Modified Shaft Drive Gear Oil

Specially formulated for quiet operation and proper
performance of sealed wet brake final drives and standard
differentials of all Yamaha products. It contains a superior
anti-wear and anti-scoring performance additive and a
dispersant inhibitor system to help maintain seal pliability
to prevent leaks. SAE 80W90 GL-4 & GL-5
1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-SHAFT-LU-00

5 Gallon Pail
ACC-SHAFT-LU-05
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Shaft Drive Oil Exclusive

Designed specifically for use in
FJR1300/1300A and ’09 and newer
VMAX and ’10 and newer Super Ténéré.
Provides superior heat resistance and
protection to ring and pinion gears during
high-speed, long-distance traveling.

Snowmobile Chain
Case Lube Premium quality

chain case lube designed to meet the
extreme temperatures and conditions
encountered in snowmobiles. The
conveniently sized bottle holds enough
oil for one complete fluid replacement.

Marine Gearcase Lube HD

Brake Fluid This high-quality

Special formulation required for gearcases
in V8 F300-F350, V6 VMAX SHO®
200-250 and 2010 and newer
V6 Offshore models.

hydraulic brake fluid meets DOT 4
specifications and is the only brake
fluid currently recommended for use
in Yamaha products.

(Not for use in any other Yamaha outboard.)

8 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

(Bottle is not filled to the top.)

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-BRAKE-FL-UD

(Replaces Shaft Drive Oil 9079E-SH001-00)

8.5 oz. Bottle (Qty. 24*)

ACC-GLUBE-HD-QT

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 6*)

ACC-CHNCS-LU-BE

5 Gallon Pail

ACC-SHFTD-EX-00

ACC-GLUBE-HD-05

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Detailing Kits

Details make champions. So whether you’re on the track,
trail or street, competing for trophies or cleaning up after a
long ride, you’ll be winning with Yamalube’s Street Bike and
Off-Road Detailing Kits. They include everything you need
to wash away the dust, dirt and grime and bring back that
showroom shine.

With the Yamalube Marine detailing kit, restoring that
showroom shine to your boat is a snap. You’ll have
everything you need—from Glass Cleaner and Vinyl
Dressing to Hull Cleaner and Wash & Wax. Its handy
bucket packaging does double-duty, holding soapy
water for washing, and then housing all of your cleaning
products once you’re done. From the windshield to the
hull, there’s not one part of your boat that won’t look
brand spanking new.

Polishes & Protectants

NEW! Motorcycle Detailing Kits

Windshield & Visor Plastic
Cleaner & Conditioner

A special cleaner/polish for all smooth
plastic surfaces, like windshields. It
dissolves oils, grease and insect matter
from windscreens and visors, leaving
a super-slick surface.

Yamaclean® Shine Wipes

Simichrome Polish®

The only silicone-based wipes on
the market, they add shine for that
showroom-new look. Use on dull,
faded plastic to help restore luster.

Polishing paste for chrome, aluminum,
silver, brass or any metal.

(Warning: not for use on tire treads.)

11 grams (Qty. 25*)

30 Ct.

ACC-11000-19-03

(New name, same part number.
Formally known as Plastic Polish.)

ACC-YAMAS-HN-00

8 oz. Bottle (Qty. 10*)

ACC-YAMAS-HN-10

1.76 oz. Tube (Qty. 6*)
ACC-11000-19-01

180 Ct.

ACC-PLASP-OL-11

Yamaclean® Off-Road Detailing Kit

Ride it hard and put it away fresh. This convenient kit
contains everything you need to make your off-road bike,
ATV or Side x Side look its best. It includes: External
Engine Cleaner, Pro-Wash Spray, Shine Wipes, Spoke
Brush, Micro-Fiber Sponge and two towels.
ACC-YAMAC-OF-RD

(Qty. 2*)
Black Polish Recommended for
black leather jackets, boots, bags and
other black leather riding gear.
1.5 oz. Jar
ACC-CREAM-PL-SH

Marine Detailing Kit

Protect your investment and keep your equipment looking
like new with our detail kit in a bucket. It includes: 32 oz.
bottle of All Purpose Cleaner, 32 oz. bottle of Vinyl Dressing,
32 oz. bottle of Glass Cleaner, 16 oz. bottle of Wash & Wax,
32 oz. bottle of Hull Cleaner, 32 oz. bottle of Deodorizer,
Micro-Fiber Towel and Wash Sponge.
ACC-YAMAC-MA-BU

Yamaclean® Street Bike Detailing Kit

Clearly you like ’em fast; so you’ll appreciate this one-stop
cleaning kit. It contains everything you need to quickly and
easily make your street bike look showroom fresh. This
convenient kit includes: Spray Polish, Pro-Wash Spray,
Wash & Wax Concentrate, Wheel Brush with Scrubber,
Micro-Fiber Sponge and two towels.
ACC-YAMAC-ST-BK
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(Qty. 2*)

Spray Polish & Instant
Detailer This quick detailer will

restore a lustrous shine to paint, chrome,
glass and smooth plastics like visors,
windshields and gauges. Gives textured
plastics, rubber and vinyl a beautiful
satin finish. Anti-static properties repel
dust and dirt to keep that shine.

Yamaclean® Spray Wax

Saddle Soap When leather gets

Forms a slick, shiny polymer barrier
that causes water to bead on contact.
It also reduces the ability of dirt and
grime to adhere to the surface, helping
to maintain the shine.

soiled and grimy from riding, the best way
to clean it is with saddle soap. Saddle
soap will clean and condition your leather
so that it stays soft and supple.
4 oz. Jar

12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)

ACC-SADDL-ES-AP

ACC-YAMAC-SP-WX

14 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-SPRAY-PL-SH

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Yamaclean® Deodorizer

Leaves windshields, mirrors, visors and
windscreens streak-free and amazingly
clear. Contains no ammonia, is fast
drying and won’t harm tinted windows.

This deep penetrating, fast acting
deodorizer leaves areas of your boat
clean and fresh. Eliminates odors on
fabrics, carpets and upholstery—including
stale smoke—rather than covering them
up. Also reduces allergens from pets
and dust mites.

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMAC-GL-CL

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMAC-DE-ZR

Yamaclean® Pro-Wash Spray

Cleaners & Degreasers

Cleaners & Degreasers

Yamaclean® Glass Cleaner

Yamaclean® Ammoniated
Glass Cleaner This streak-free

formula cleans grease, dirt and water
spots on glass, mirrors and many other
hard, washable surfaces. The aerosol
spray allows for quick application.
12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMAC-GL-CR

Yamaclean® Carpet Cleaner

Gently foams away soil, oil and grease
from vinyl, fabric and carpet. The
surfactant formula surrounds and suspends
soil—only mild agitation with a carpet
brush is needed. Treat problem areas or
the entire carpet. Spot cleaning should
not leave rings on fabric.
12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMAC-CT-CR

A biodegradable vehicle spray wash that removes
grime and soil. Rinses clean and helps keep your
vehicle looking new.
32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMAC-PW-SP

Hand Cleaner

This hand cleaner powers
through dirt, grease, and
grime to give your hands
a smooth clean feeling.
15 oz. Bottle
(Qty. 12*)
ACC-HNDCL-NR-00

Hand Cleaner
Gallon Also available

in a one-gallon/four liter
bottle, for use with our
wall-mounted dispenser.
1 Gallon /4 liters
(Qty. 4*)
ACC-HNDCL-NR-01

Hand Cleaner
Dispenser
ACC-HNDCL-NR-DS
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Wash & Wax Concentrate

Yamaclean® Vinyl Dressing

Yamaclean® Hull Cleaner

Yamaclean® Bilge Cleaner

Yamaclean® All Purpose
Cleaner Removes most grease, oil,

Concentrated Yamalube Wash & Wax is
a premium, high-sudsing wash-and-wax
formula. Its superior cleaning and rinsing
properties minimize streaking and spotting
to leave a super-bright, clear shine.

Formulated specifically to remove light
corrosion, dirt, and grease from fiberglass
boat hulls. Its combination of modern
surfactants and builders effortlessly
remove most water stains, algae, mold, rust
stains, oil, scum lines and light oxidation.

Effortlessly dissolves oil, grease, gasoline
and sludge, removing odor-causing
elements without scrubbing. Safe for
fiberglass, wood and metal boats and
requires no scrubbing.

16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

This one-step formula restores and
protects vinyl, rubber, plastics and leather.
When dry, it leaves a transparent and
water-repellent gloss coating that isn’t
slippery. Its UV protection also helps
to prevent drying and cracking.

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

blood, mildew, soap scum, bird and spider
droppings, scuff marks, pet stains, dust,
pollen, fingerprints, food/beverages, sea
salt residue and more, leaving surfaces
clean for optimum brilliance.

ACC-YAMAC-WH-WX

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-YAMAC-BG-CL

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-YAMAC-VN-DR

ACC-YAMAC-HL-CL

ACC-YAMAC-AP-CL

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Economy Micro-Fiber
Wash Sponge Value-based

stiff, resilient, durable poly bristles, great
for upholstery, carpets, mats and wheels.
Ergonomically designed for comfortable,
effective cleaning.

micro-fiber wash sponge. Short-pile
micro-fiber really soaks up water and
soap to gently clean any surface.
Great for stowing away to take on
the go anywhere.

ACC-LAITP-22-78
ACC-LABKP-22-78

(Qty. 6*)

ACC-LAIT7-95-01
ACC-LABK7-95-01

(Qty. 8*)

Detailing Supplies

Detailing Supplies

Deluxe Interior Brush with
Stiff Bristles Interior brush with

Micro-Fiber Drying Towel

Premium micro-fiber drying towel
is big enough and plush enough to
handle any job.
24"x24"
ACC-LAIT5-85-01
ACC-LABK5-85-01
24"x40"
ACC-LAIT2-95-01
ACC-LABK2-95-01

(Qty. 6*)

Micro-Fiber Polishing
Cloths-3 Pack Premium 3-pack

Micro-Fiber Cleaning
Towels-8 Pack Premium 8 pack

micro-fiber super soft suede polish cloths.
These towels are so soft you can use
them on chrome, windows, clear coat
and even eyewear.

of micro-fiber towels. What ever job
you have these towels have you covered.
Bike, auto, boat, RV and home.

ACC-LAIT6-95-01
ACC-LABK6-95-01

ACC-LAIT3-95-01
ACC-LABK3-95-01

(Qty. 18*)

(Qty. 6*)

(Qty. 6*)

Deluxe Long Scrub Brush with Stiff Bristles

Long scrub brush with stiff, resilient, durable poly scrubbing
bristles. Great for bugs, wheels and bumpers. Ergonomically
designed for comfortable, effective cleaning.
ACC-LAITP-27-48
ACC-LABKP-27-48

(Qty. 8*)

Acrylic Wash Mitt

Soft economy mitt with
elastic cuff. Great for any job.
ACC-LAIT2-46-01
ACC-LABK2-46-01

(Qty. 12*)

Deluxe Wheel & Spoke
Brush with Soft Bristles

Deluxe Wheel & Spoke
Brush with Scrubber Pad

Extra-long wheel brush with two
super-soft loops of bristles, it’s great
for spokes, around exhaust, fenders,
and engine parts. Ergonomically
designed, it features a soft-molded
rubber grip.

Extra-long wheel brush with one loop
of soft bristles for overall cleaning
and a scouring pad for tougher spots.
Ergonomically designed for your hand
it features a soft-molded rubber grip.

ACC-LAIT7-79-01
ACC-LABK7-79-01

ACC-LAIT5-79-01
ACC-LABK5-79-01

(Qty. 12*)

(Qty. 12*)

10" Wash Brush, Soft
Bristle with 62" Flo-Thru
Handle 10" wash brush features

10" Bi-Level Wash Brush
with 72" Flo-Thru Handle

10" Bi-Level Wash Brush

super-soft, clear-coat synthetic bristles
and a 62", telescoping, Flo-Thru Handle
with on/off water control valve. Safe and
effective for cleaning trailers, rigs, trucks,
SUVs and cars. Standard, acme threads.

Huge 10" bi-level wash brush stuffed
with lots of super-soft, clear-coat,
safe, synthetic bristles set into solid
structural foam poly block. Includes
a 72" telescopic Flo-Thru Handle with
on/off water control valve.

Huge 10" bi-level wash brush stuffed
with lots of super-soft, clear-coat-safe
synthetic bristles set into solid structural
foam poly block. With standard ACME
threads to fit any standard handle.
Great for cleaning trailers, rigs, trucks,
SUVs and cars.

ACC-LAIT5-17-11
ACC-LABK5-17-11

ACC-LAIT8-61-51
ACC-LABK8-61-51

ACC-LAIT0-15-10
ACC-LABK0-15-10

(Qty. 6*)

(Qty. 6*)

(Qty. 12*)

4" Wax
Applicator-2 Pack

Soft cotton applicators to apply
wax, tire dressing, or protectants.
ACC-LAIT7-46-01
ACC-LABK7-46-01

(Qty. 12*)
Detail Brush Kit-3 Pack
Micro-Fiber
Polishing Mitt

Features short-pile, micro-fiber
strands for polishing and soaking
up water and soap.
ACC-LAIT1-06-01
ACC-LABK1-06-01
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Premium detail brush kit includes
stainless steel, brass and poly bristle
brushes with soft-molded rubber grips
for comfort. Cleans gunk and corrosion
with less effort and better results.
ACC-LAIT9-99-01
ACC-LABK9-99-01

(Qty. 12*)

Micro-Fiber Bug Scrubber2 Pack Premium micro-fiber bug

and tar sponge. Safe on any surface,
waffle weave pattern scrubs those
stubborn stains.
ACC-LAIT3-16-01
ACC-LABK3-16-01

(Qty. 14*)

safe, speedy wheel cleaning. Attach it to
any cordless drill or inline cordless drive
and its more than 20,000 super-soft,
clear-coat bristles spin to clean wheels
in a fraction of the time.

Micro-Fiber Chenille Wash
Sponge with Bug Scrubber

Micro-Fiber Chenille
Wash Mitt Premium micro-fiber

Features a mesh back for scrubbing
for bugs and road tar, and long-pile
micro-fibers that really soak up water
and soap to gently clean any surface.

chenille wash mitt with elastic cuff. Long
pile micro-fiber really soaks up water
and soap to gently clean any surface.

ACC-LAIT9-79-01
ACC-LABK9-79-01

ACC-LAIT5-95-01
ACC-LABK5-95-01

Power Brush The ultimate in

(Qty. 4*)

ACC-LAIT4-95-01
ACC-LABK4-95-01

(Qty. 8*)

(Qty. 8*)

(Qty. 6*)
*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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External Engine Cleaner
& Degreaser Powerful engine

fogging oil to cylinders in EFI engines
with single-throttle bodies and in all two
and four stroke gasoline engines. Protects
pistons, cylinder walls and valves from
moisture, salt water and combustion
acids for up to one year of storage.

degreaser and engine cleaner powers off
grease, mud and grime. Safe on most
rubber, plastic and painted metal surfaces.
12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-ENGCL-NR-00

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 6*)
ACC-STORR-IT-32

Gauze Filter Oil & Cleaner

Maintenance Products

Maintenance Products

EFI Engine Storage
Fogging Oil Equally distributes

Biodegradable Foam Air
Filter Oil & Cleaner Kit

Biodegradable Foam Air
Filter Oil A dirt-grabbing, water

Battery Terminal Cleaner
& Protector This strong water-based

This kit contains dirt-grabbing, water
resistant, super-tacky ﬁlter oil and a nonalcohol-based heavy-duty, concentrated,
detergent specifically developed to clean
foam air filters treated with this oil.
Yamalube Biodegradable Air Filter Oil
can only be washed out with Yamalube
Biodegradable Foam Air Filter Cleaner
and water. It won’t wash out with gasoline,
solvents or water alone.

resistant, super-tacky ﬁlter oil that can
only be washed out with Yamalube
Biodegradable Foam Air Filter Cleaner
and water. Won’t wash out with gasoline,
solvents or water alone.
16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

cleaner with acid-alkali indicator removes
corrosive build-up on battery terminal
posts to help increase power output and
extend battery life. Simply rinses off with
water and leaves terminals coated with
a residual protective film.

ACC-BIFMF-LT-OL

13 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-BATTC-LN-PR

2 - 16 oz. Bottles (Qty. 12*)
ACC-BIFMF-LT-KT

Specially designed blue-dyed oil and uniquely formulated
cleaning solution especially for use with GYTR® high
flow gauze type air filters.
8 oz. Spray Bottle (Qty. 12*)
Filter Oil
Cleaner

ACC-FLTER-LU-CS
ACC-FLTER-CN-CS

Foam Air Filter Oil Helps

NEW! Air Filter Cleaner

protect against dirt, dust and water and
helps to lengthen engine life. Use only with
foam air filters treated with this oil, or with
any other mineral-based foam filter oil.

Cleans foam and fabric air filters that
have been treated with petroleum-based
oil or Yamalube Foam Filter oil.

1 pt. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-FOAMF-CL-GL

1 Gallon (Qty. 4*)

ACC-FOAMF-LT-ER

Stor-Rite Engine Fogging Oil

Lubricates and protects internal engine components such as
pistons and cylinder walls and valves from moisture, salt water
and combustion acids for up to one year of storage. Critical
for proper winterization and extended storage periods.
12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-STORE-RI-TE

Combustion Chamber
Cleaner Use to remove carbon

and other contaminants from cylinders,
pistons, rings and valves. A great inclusion
into your seasonal maintenance. Clean
engines last longer.
13 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)

Brake & Contact Cleaner

Sticker-OFF!™

Use this product to clean off brake dust
from critical brake components and quickly
clean parts leaving them residue free.

This product removes tough-to-get-off
residues, particularly the ones left by
sticker adhesives.

(May harm plastics and decals.)

12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-BRKCT-12-00

Carburetor Cleaner Dip

2 oz. Bottle (Qty. 6*)

Sticker-ON!™ Decals are easy to
apply with Sticker-On™application spray.
Sticker-On™ lets you position decals
before they permanently adhere to the
surface of the unit. Dries quickly, too.

ACC-STICK-OF-11

2 oz. Spray Bottle (Qty. 6*)

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-STICK-ON-11

ACC-CARBC-LE-NR

Use this concentrated solution with water
as a dip for cleaning metal that has been
varnished by old gasoline. Also removes
dirt, grime and gum.

ACC-CMBSN-CL-NR
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*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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On-Road Chain Lube

This fly-off-resistant formula features the
best proprietary mixture of moly, PTFE
and wax, for superior off-road protection
and water and corrosion resistance.
12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)

This white graphite formula features a
strong corrosion resistance package and
provides the best lubricity and friction
reduction to help extend the life of
chains and sprockets.

ACC-CHAIN-OF-AA

12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-CHAIN-ON-AA

Pumps & Containers

Maintenance Products

Off-Road Chain Lube

Multi-Purpose Quart Pump

Multi-Purpose Gallon Pump

Universal style quart-size container
pump. Fits standard oil containers with
a 1-1/8"neck. A marine lower unit fitting
and all-purpose fitting are also included.

Universal style gallon-size container
pump. Fits standard oil containers with
a 1-1/2"neck. A marine lower unit fitting
and all-purpose fitting are also included.

ACC-PUMP0-00-QT

ACC-PUMP0-02-GL

Ratio Rite® Provides measures for

16:1-50:1 mixtures, and cc./oz./pt. for fills.
ABA-RATIO-RI-TE

Yamashield™

Creates a non-conductive shield on surfaces that are
exposed to the elements, and provides extreme rust and
corrosion protection, preserving metal components and
electrical connections from the moisture that comes with
a harsh marine environment.
(Replaces Boeshield T-9® Protectant and Lubricant ACC-T9SPR-AY-00)

12 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMSH-LD-00

HT Moto 15 Liter Oil
Extractor Make changing the oil

Yamacool® Yamaha’s specially

formulated antifreeze is a 60/40 ratio
coolant/water mixture. Pre-blended
and ready to use.

on your four stroke personal watercraft,
snowmobile, ATV, boat, lawn mower,
etc. clean and hassle-free. Holds up to
15 liters in this sturdy portable container.
Pump included.

1 Quart Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-YAMAC-L6-W4

15 liter Container
SBT-15LEX-TR-10

6 liter Container
SBT-OILEX-TR-CT

LubezAll™

This popular lube is back and completely reformulated.
Now an aerosol, synthetic grease with PTFE, this high-quality,
non-building formula is great for lubricating control cables.
11 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
ACC-LUBZA-LL-00

Silicone Protectant
& Lubricant Very effective in a

Fuel Tank Rust Remover
& Neutralizer Kit Removes

marine environment, this general-purpose
lubricant helps to protect metals against
rust and corrosion. Also conditions and
protects neoprene, rubber and other
surfaces from environmental effects.

and neutralizes rust from inside metal
fuel tanks. Save money by not having
to replace a rusted fuel tank.

5-Gallon Pail Pump Use with
5-gallon pails of lube. Comes with special
marine lower unit fitting and an all-purpose
fitting for filling gearcases.
LUB-PUMPO-05-GL

Manual 55-Gallon
Drum Pump Use with 55-gallon

drums of Yamalube.
ACC-11000-39-99

Flexible Oil Spout

This flexible, easy-pour spout helps with
pouring engine oil from 1 gallon, 2.5
gallon and engine oil quart containers.
ACC-SPOUT-GA-LN

2 - 16 oz. Bottles (Qty. 6*)
ACC-FUELT-CD-00

10.5 oz. Can (Qty. 12*)
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ACC-SLCNS-PR-AY

*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Digital LED-Lit Tire Gauge

Minimize tread wear, increase gas mileage
and improve handling by maintaining
proper pressure in your tires with this
LED-lit gauge with backlit digital display.
Features auto shut off, reset button,
ergonomic rubberized grip and low-to-high
PSI, KPA and BAR.

Set and remember your PSI from
5-100 on this tire gauge that features a
90-second auto shut-off, visor clip, reset
button and easy-to-read LED display.
ACC-SLIMA-22-05

(Qty. 6*)

ACC-SLIM7-10-02

(Qty. 4*)

Slime® Tire Sealant**

Tire & Trailer Products

Tire & Trailer Products

Sport Digital Tire Gauge

Power Spair™ Flat Tire
Repair Kit** Kit couples Slime® Tire

Sealant with a powerful air compressor to
repair and fully inflate punctured tires on
cars, boats, trailers, ATVs, wheelbarrows,
mowers and more. 48-piece kit includes:
24 oz. Slime® Tire Sealant, Heavy-Duty
12-volt tire inflator with light and gauge;
16’ coiled air hose; adapter for inflatables;
rugged storage case; 10-piece tire tackle
kit containing: valve cores, key valve core
removal tool and valve caps; 30 black
plugs; T-handle reamer and plugger; tire
gauge; alligator clips and Slime®decal set.

**Slime® is not intended for use in tires losing pressure from sidewall punctures, bead leaks, damaged rims, or
faulty valves. For street motorcycles, Slime® is recommended only for temporary flat tire repair; the tire should be
permanently repaired or replaced as soon as possible (not more than 500 miles) or immediately if vibration occurs.

ACC-SLIM4-00-07

(Qty. 2*)

Features Fibro-Seal Technology and a viscous
transportation system to seek out and tightly pack
itself into punctures up to 1/4" or 6mm, preventing
and repairing flats with a flexible, long-lasting plug.
Note: Formulated and tested for use in all pneumatic tires,
but not recommended for those mounted on chrome wheels.
8 oz. Bottle (Qty. 6*) ACC-SLIM0-10-01
32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 6*) ACC-SLIM9-00-01

The YFZ450R is recommended for use only by riders age 16 years and older.

Power Sport Tire Inflator Repair Kit**

Repair flat tires in 15 minutes or less on motorcycles,
scooters, ATVs, and more. Kit includes: 12-volt 300 psi air
compressor, 8 oz. Slime® Tire Sealant bottle, rugged carrying
case – 7.5"H x 7.75"W x 2.75"D, 8' main harness power
cord, 18" power connection with fuse, alligator clips, 14" power
connection with fuse, lighter adapter, direct pre-wire, 18" air
hose with quick-clip, tire pressure pencil gauge 10-50 psi
and instructions.
Compressor Measurements: 4.75"H x 3.875"W x 2"D
Kit Weight: 2.6 lb. (approx.)
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ACC-SLIM1-00-05

Mini-Magnetic Dial Tire
Pressure Gauge Maintain

proper pressure in your tires with this
handy, user-friendly magnetic gauge.
Features shock-proof gauge housing.
ACC-SLIM5-40-02

(Qty. 8*)

Low-Pressure Tire Gauge

Tire Plug Kit User-friendly,

Maintain proper pressure in your
ATV tires with this easy-to-use gauge.
Includes four standard black valve caps.

6-piece kit includes: 0.41 oz. rubber
cement tube, three extra-strong tire repair
strings, tire plugger and tire reamer.

ACC-SLIMA-11-01

Note: will not work on sidewall punctures.

ACC-SLIMA-43-02

User-friendly, 8-piece kit includes:
0.41 oz. rubber cement tube, five
plug strings, T-handle tire plugger
and T-handle tire reamer.

(Qty. 6*)

ACC-SLIM2-30-12

(Qty. 6*)

Note: will not work on sidewall punctures.

(Qty. 6*)

Plug Pack with Rubber
Cement User-friendly, 6-piece kit

includes: 0.41 oz. rubber cement tube
and five plug strings.

Tire Plug Kit Car & Truck

ACC-SLIMA-43-01

(Qty. 6*)

(Qty. 3*)
*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
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Rising percentages of ethanol in fuel require engines to have even stronger corrosion
protection. Together, Fuel Med RX and Engine Med RX fight fuel system corrosion,
improve performance and extend the life of your Yamaha.

What’s good for the environment can be bad for your engine.
Adding ethanol to fuel makes it burn more efficiently, which reduces emissions such as
carbon monoxide. In fact, ethanol-enriched fuels have been so effective at improving
air quality that the level of ethanol is on the rise. While that’s great news for the
environment, it’s bad news for engines. Here’s why:

Ethanol attracts water. Over time, it can bond to moisture, separate from fuel and
drop to the bottom of a tank. This is called phase separation and it causes several
problems. First, it can force your engine to try to run on water—not good. Second, ethanol
boosts fuel octane by about two points; so when it drops out, your fuel can fall below
the recommended octane. This leads to hard starts, poor acceleration and loss of power.

NEW! Fuel Med RX

This proprietary, alcohol-free blend fights moisture,
oxidation and phase separation in ethanol-enriched fuels,
and protects fuel system metals. Use continuous treat rate if
in-season fuel will sit in a tank for 7-plus days. The storage
treat rate keeps fuel fresh for up to one year.
16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*) ACC-FUELM-RX-16
Chambered bottle for easy measuring.

Ethanol acts as a solvent, loosening rust and debris—not only in your fuel
system, but also in gas station fuel distribution systems. To avoid pumping your gas
tank full of filter-clogging, engine-bogging debris, buy your gas where they sell a lot
of it. The longer gas sits at a station, the greater the chance of it having debris in it.

New Formulations for Higher
Ethanol-Enriched Fuels

Yamalube has used different American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM®) tests
that simulate the harshest corrosion environments related to ethanol-enriched fuels and
their negative effects on fuel system components.
TEST 1: Steel rods submerged in an oil bath with a high dose of synthetic salts.
Test results from Spectrum Corporation.

ASTM® D665B

Treated with corrosion inhibitors found in
Fuel Med RX** Clean and Rust-Free

ASTM® D665B

Treated with competitor’s fuel stabilizer
Rust
ASTM® D665B

Ethanol can wreak havoc on fuel system components. First, it contains sulfate
salts that corrode fuel system metals. Second, its solvent properties can cause hoses
and gaskets in older model engines to shrink or become brittle over time.

Performance Additives

Performance Additives

Meet the new ethanol defense team.

NEW! Engine Med RX

Provides superior carbon deposit control, cleaning injectors,
carburetors, intake valves and ports, and combustion
chambers. It also protects fuel system metals from ethanol
sulfate salt corrosion. Add it at every fill up to avoid
unnecessary engine repairs due to poor quality gas,
and to keep your engine clean and running efficiently.
16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*) ACC-ENGIN-RX-16
Chambered bottle for easy measuring.

Treated with competitor’s enzyme stabilizer
Extreme Rust

TEST 2: Silver and copper submersion in commercial-grade, ethanol-enriched fuel.
Photos printed with the permission of Chevron Oronite Company

Fuel Med RX It’s best to use it every time you fill up to prevent phase separation

NEW! Fuel Med RX - 3.2 oz.

and moisture damage, dissolve gum and varnish in your carburetion system, and extend
spark plug life. When used at the continuous treat rate, it also prevents sulfate salt
corrosion on fuel system metals such as steel and aluminum. It’s also important to treat
gas that will sit for more than 7 days. When added to stored fuel, it will keep it fresh
and potent for up to one year.
Treated with corrosion inhibitors found in
Engine Med RX** Clean and Corrosion-Free

Get all the benefits of Fuel Med RX in a road-ready package.
Our new, 3.2 oz. travel size treats 5 gallons of gas. Treat, toss
and take off. Not to be used for long-term fuel storage.
3.2 oz. Bottle (Qty. 48*) ACC-FUELM-RX-04
NEW! Fuel Med RX
- 1 Gallon

Perfect for treating larger fuel
containers, such as those used
for boats.
1 Gallon (Qty. 4*)
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ACC-FUELM-RX-GL

Untreated
Corroded

TEST 3: Silver and copper exposed to vapors of commercial-grade, ethanol-enriched fuel.

Engine Med RX Keep your engine clean and running efficiently by adding this

NEW! Engine Med RX - 3.2 oz.

Take all the benefits listed above along for the ride with a
convenient, travel size. Our new, 3.2 oz. size treats 5 gallons
of gas. Just treat, toss and take off.
3.2 oz. Bottle (Qty. 48*) ACC-ENGIN-RX-04

Photos printed with the permission of Chevron Oronite Company

every time you fill up. It minimizes carbon deposits that can build up in a combustion
chamber and internal engine parts, cause your piston rings to stick, and result in poor
performance and costly repairs. It also protects fuel system metals such as silver solder,
copper, aluminum and steel from ethanol sulfate salt corrosion.
*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.
** Test results obtained from previous generation products that contain the same type of corrosion inhibitors
as products noted. Engine Med RX and Fuel Med RX have higher levels of the same type of corrosion
inhibitors found in previous generation products tested.

Treated with corrosion inhibitors found in
Engine Med RX** Clean and Corrosion-Free

Untreated
Corroded
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Protect your investment from harsh marine environments and the effects of
ethanol-enriched fuels with Yamalube fuel additives. Ring Free PLUS and Fuel
Stabilizer & Conditioner PLUS fight fuel system corrosion, phase separation and
fuel oxidation. This improves performance and extends the life of your Yamaha.

Though it may be new to you, Ring Free has actually been around for more than
20 years. Originally developed to decarbonize engines, we reformulated it in the
late 2000s to also fight ethanol sulfate salt corrosion. To reflect this added benefit,
it was renamed Ring Free PLUS, and it’s been keeping engines clean and running
efficiently ever since. As fuels continue to evolve, so too will Yamalube fuel additives,
to provide the protection your engine and fuel system demand.

Suspension Oil

Performance Additives

Meet the ethanol defense team.

Öhlins® RT-43 Fork Oil

Performance Fork Oil
SAE 5 For high-performance

For use in high-performance front
forks of Limited Edition R1 LE and
some sport motorcycles.

suspensions. These fork oils provide
excellent viscosity and fluid movement.

1 liter Bottle (Qty. 4*)

16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

ACC-RT43F-00-00

5 Weight ACC-FORKF-00-05

Fuel Stabilizer & Conditioner PLUS

M1 Suspension Oil

Our alcohol-free formula fights moisture, preventing
oxidation and phase separation in ethanol-enriched
fuels. Metal filmers also protect steel and aluminum
components. Used continuously, it keeps fuel fresh and
free of gum and varnish for up to one year of storage.

Ultra-high-performance cartridge fork oil formulated
for today’s demanding suspension systems. 2006
and newer street products.
1 liter Can
0 Weight 90793-38029-00

12 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-FSTAB-PL-12

Performance Fork Oil
SAE 7.5 For high-performance

Performance Fork Oil
SAE 10 For high-performance

suspensions. These fork oils provide
excellent viscosity and fluid movement.

suspensions. These fork oils provide
excellent viscosity and fluid movement.

16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

7.5 Weight ACC-FORKF-00-75

10 Weight ACC-FORKF-00-10

S1 Suspension
Oil Excellent anti-foam

characteristics make this
the only oil the factory
recommends for 2005
and later model YZ125250, 250F-450F, and
WR250F-450F.
1 liter Can
0 Weight
90793-38028-00

Fuel Stabilizer & Conditioner PLUS

Helps resist phase separation, deters ethanol corrosion
and keeps stored fuel fresh.

01 Suspension
Oil Designed to provide

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 6*)
ACC-FSTAB-PL-32

Performance Fork Oil
SAE 15 For high-performance

Performance Fork Oil
SAE 20 For high-performance

32 oz. Bottle (Qty. 6*)

suspensions. These fork oils provide
excellent viscosity and fluid movement.

suspensions. These fork oils provide
excellent viscosity and fluid movement.

ACC-RNGFR-PL32

16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

16 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)

15 Weight ACC-FORKF-00-15

20 Weight ACC-FORKF-00-20

Ring Free PLUS Provides

Ring Free PLUS Removes carbon

superior deposit control, cleaning fuel
injectors, carburetors, intake valves,
intake ports and combustion chambers.
It also protects fuel system metals from
ethanol sulfate salt corrosion.

and protects fuel system metals from
ethanol fuel corrosion.

12 oz. Bottle (Qty. 12*)
ACC-RNGFR-PL-12
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the optimal flow rate in
Yamaha suspensions on
’98 through ’04 YZ and
WR models, as well as
high-performance street
models such as YZF-R1,
YZF-R6, FZ1, FZ6, and
FJR1300.
1 liter Can

Fine-tune the suspension firing to your liking with our variety of high-grade fork and suspension oils.
Consult Owner’s Manual for proper fork oil selection.
*Dealer order pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

0 Weight
90793-38005-00
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Yamabond® 6B Has high

joints with this liquid gasket before
assembly to prevent leaks.
2.5 oz. Tube

viscosity and excellent swelling, and
works effectively for joint surfaces
that have a larger clearance.

ACC-YAMAB-ON-D5

3.5 oz. Tube
ACC-YAMAB-ND-6B

Loctite® Products

Yamabond® Adhesives

Yamabond® 5 Coat mechanical

Loctite® Quickstix™
561™ PST® Sealant 19 gm

Loctite® Quickstix™
7088™ Primer 17 gm

A single-component, high-viscosity, lowstrength, acrylic thread-locking adhesive.

A solvent-based primer that features
very long on-part life. Use to speed the
cure of all Loctite® Anaerobic Products
and ensure proper cure on inactive metals.

(Can use in place of Loctite® 567™PST Sealant.)
ACC-QKSTX-56-10

(Can use in place of Primer N 7649 by Loctite®.)

Loctite® Quickstix™
248™ MD Strength
Threadlocker 9 gm

Medium strength anaerobic
thread-locking material.
(Can use in place of Loctite® 242™Threadlocker.)
ACC-QKSTX-24-80

ACC-QKSTX-70-88

Yamabond® 4 Motorsport

A silicone-based liquid gasket that fills gaps
on a flange surface and prevents leaks.
(Product should be used where Threebond 1215 is specified
in the service manual.)

3 oz. Tube
ACC-BOND4-MC-00

Yamabond® 1386

Used for camshaft caps on four stroke
outboard engines.
15 ml Bottle
ACC-YAMBD-13-86
Professional rider with advanced skill depicted on a closed course.

Yamabond® 4 Marine

This silicone-based liquid gasket fills gaps to prevent
leaks. Pressure and oil resistant.
Product should be used where Threebond 1280B
is specified in the service manual.

3 oz. Tube

Yamabond® 7 High-strength,

Yamabond® 14 Yamabond 14

ACC-BOND4-MA-00

synthetic rubber adhesive formulated
for grips, throttle pipes and lever
handles, without damaging rubber.
10 gram Tube

is a solvent-based thread lock.
Vibration- and impact-resistant, it locks
screws, bolts and threaded fasteners.
Works great with plastic and metal.

ACC-YAMAB-ON-D7

200 grams
ACC-YAMAB-ON-14

Loctite® Quickstix™
268™ HI Strength
Threadlocker 9 gm

Loctite® Quickstix™
668™ Retaining
Compound 19 gm

High strength anaerobic,
thixotropic, thread-locking material.

Extreme application anaerobic
retaining adhesive.

(Can use in place of Loctite® 271™
Threadlocker.)

(Can use in place of Loctite® 648™Threadlocker.
Product should be used where Threebond 1377B
is specified in the service manual.)

ACC-QKSTX-26-80
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Loctite® Gasket Maker™

A non-corrosive, anaerobic sealer
designed primarily for use on
aluminum, iron and steel flanged
mating surfaces. (S518)
50 ml Tube
90790-74001-00

ACC-QKSTX-66-80
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You need experience, the right tools &
Genuine Yamaha Service Manuals.

Official Yamaha Information

Service Manuals

Working on a Yamaha takes a lot more than elbow grease.

Easy-to-Read Reference Book:
Genuine Yamaha Manuals
Factory Recommended Information.
Genuine Yamaha Service Manuals contain detailed repair information and
are primarily for use by authorized dealers and their qualified technicians. Also,
many of the service procedures they feature require special tools. While these
manuals are intended for professional use, mechanically inclined owners with
the proper tools may also use them.

Easy-to-Follow Instructions.
Genuine Yamaha Service Manuals contain clear, step-by-step instructions,
provide an order of assembly, feature diagrams for almost every part of your
vehicle and include topic-related tips.
Comprehensive explanations of all installation, removal, assembly, repair and
check procedures are laid out step-by-step in sequential order. Information
contained in the service manual typically includes:
Service Information
Troubleshooting
Detailed Specifications
Torque Specifications
Repair Tips
Wiring Diagrams
■
■

VINTAGE MANUALS
Where to Buy
Recent Models: Ask your authorized Yamaha Dealer for a Genuine
Yamaha Service Manual, or order online*at Yamahapubs.com.
Raptor 700 Special Edition Service Manual
LIT-11616-22-40

■
■

Vintage Models: Visit Yamahapubs.com to request vintage
Yamaha Service Manuals for models dating as far back as
1982 and even some earlier.**

■
■

Superior to Third-Party Manuals.
Original, Yamaha-supported factory information, such as specifications and
procedures, can only be found in Genuine Yamaha Service Manuals. Third
parties do not have access to this proprietary information for their publications.
VINTAGE MANUAL EXAMPLES

Manuals

Models

Twins 250-305/1962-1966 YM1/YDS2-3/YDS3-3C/YD2/YDS1/YDT1
DT 1974-1976
100/125/175
F75 Service Manual
LIT-18616-F7-50
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Important: Anyone who performs maintenance and repairs of Yamaha motorcycles should
have a basic understanding of mechanics and techniques.

WaveRunner Service Manual
LIT-18616-03-19
*Online orders ship within 72 hours, and shipping and handling fees apply.
**Vintage manual orders may take up to 7 days to ship.
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WE’VE MASTERED LAND AND WATER.
NOW, WE’RE TAKING THE PERFORMANCE ONLINE.

The brand behind every reliable engine is now online. Visit Yamalube.com for
vehicle-by-vehicle product recommendations, maintenance tips from the experts,
the latest product releases, vehicle videos and more.

Yamalube.com

■

For a dealer near you, call 1-800-88-YAMAHA
Check us out on the web at Yamalube.com

© 2012 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A.

■

6555 Katella Avenue

■

Cypress, CA 90630

■

Prices may vary due to supply, freight, etc. Actual prices set by the dealer. Product and specifications subject to change without notice. Availability
subject to production, stocking, and demand.
ATVs with engines of 70cc to 90cc are recommended for use only by riders age 12 years and older, and always with adult supervision. ATVs
over 90cc are recommended for use only by riders age 16 years and older. Yamaha recommends that all ATV riders take an approved training
course. For safety and training information, see your dealer or call the ATV Safety Institute at 1-800-887-2887. ATVs can be hazardous to
operate. For your safety: Always avoid paved surfaces. Never ride on public roads. Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing.
Never carry passengers. Never engage in stunt riding. Riding and alcohol/drugs don’t mix. Avoid excessive speed. And be particularly careful on
difficult terrain. There are few joys in life equal to the free-spirited thrill and experience of ATV riding. And that’s why it’s important for all of us
to do our part as responsible riders. By following logical, common-sense rules, we can maintain season after season of unparalleled enjoyment of
our sport. Please remember to “tread lightly.” Always ride in a responsible manner, respecting the environment as well as all state and local laws.
The riders in this catalog are professionals, don’t attempt to emulate them.
Remember to always observe all applicable boating laws. Never drink and drive. Dress properly with a USCG-approved personal flotation device
and protective gear.
This document contains many of the valuable trademarks and service marks owned and used by Yamaha throughout the world. The document may
also contain references to other company, brand, and product names that may be the trademarks/service marks of their respective owners. These
company, brand, and product names are used herein for identification purposes only, and references to any names, marks, products or services of
third parties do not constitute or imply endorsement, sponsorship or recommendation of the third party or the products or services.

